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From The Editor
All hail the homebrewers

W

hat a weird year this has been so
far. The beginning of lockdown
seems such a long time ago. Like
many, I started off with grand selfbetterment plans. I was going to
write more, read more, to study…something. I was
going to be a better baker, a better dancer, a better
mom. Two months later and I’ve read about a book
and a half, my own book remains unstarted, my
efforts to learn flamenco are just a distant memory
and my strict rules on my son’s screen time are
about as relaxed as you were on June 1st, once you’d
opened what may well have been your first beer
in weeks.
Beer – or alcohol in general – has been a major
topic of conversation since lockdown began. Ours
was one of the only countries in the world to include
prohibition in the lockdown laws and the two local
beer associations – BASA and CBASA – have been
working tirelessly along with other industry bodies
to get the ban overturned.
The “booze ban” – and the subsequent, strict
level three restrictions – has left the craft beer
industry in peril. It will be months, maybe years
before things fully recover. Breweries are already up
for sale, some suppliers have ceased trading and a
couple of well-known craft beer bars have closed
for good. But there has also been good news. Some
brewers swapped malt and hops for potatoes and
onions and started serving soup to those left hungry

and destitute by the lockdown (page 8). Many
pivoted to online sales, deliveries or pickups of fresh
draught beer in a well-sanitised growler. And by far
the best thing to come out of prohibition is the
vastly increased interest in homebrewing.
When we were planning out the year’s editorial
schedule, the winter issue was set to focus on food,
but with recent developments, we considered
switching our attention to lockdown. Then we
figured everyone is utterly sick of reading and
talking about lockdown, but no-one ever gets sick
of reading about food, so we stuck with the original
plan. There are of course a few nods to the current
state of limbo. As well as ways to make your own
bread, cheese, chocolate brownies and chilli sauce,
we’ve rounded up a selection of recipes to safely
make your own alcohol (page 14).
Even if alcohol sales remain legal for the rest of
our lockdown, dabbling in a little homebrewing
is good for the soul and it gives our industry
a much-needed boost. Today’s homebrewers
become tomorrow’s pro-brewers, BJCP judges and
most importantly of all, craft beer enthusiasts. If
lockdown has introduced you to the wonderful
world of fermentation and this is your first time
reading On Tap, welcome – it’s great to have
you here.
And for our regulars, thank you for continuing
to read the mag and for continuing to support the
industry. You rock.

Cheers!
Lucy Corne
EDITOR

@LucyCorne
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SA's Soupa Brewers

AN APP
FOR BREWERS,
BY BREWERS.
FERMENTATION IS OUR JOB.
Whatever your production volume, you will find,
in our application, tips and tools to optimize your
fermentations and get the beer you dream of.
Our own engineers, researchers and sensory
analysis experts have created this app just for you.
Because between brewers,
we understand each other.

STÉPHANE MEULEMANS
General Manager, Fermentis.
Brewer for 25 years.

DOWNLOAD OUR APP
IT IS MADE FOR YOU
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CONTRIBUTORS
Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela
Apiwe has over 12 years of practical brewing experience. She
is chief brewster and trainer at Brewsters Craft, a company that
offers training, quality control and contract brewing services.
Apiwe holds a BSc Honours in Microbiology and a Master Brewer
qualiﬁcation from the IBD.

Cathy Marston
Cathy is the owner and educator at the International Wine
Education Centre (www.thewinecentre.co.za), teaching the only
internationally-recognised wine courses in South Africa. She is also
a Stage 2 Master of Wine student and considers herself to be a
little bit nuts for taking on such a colossal challenge. Cathy loves
beer…just not as much as she loves bubbles.

Greg Casey
Greg has had an interest in beer from back when it was still just
called beer. He opened Banana Jam in 1999, added craft beer
to the menu in 2007 and opened Afro Caribbean Brewing Co. in
2015. He spends his time embodying his hashtag #surfbeertravel.

John Morrow
For the past six years, John has been the manager and one of
the brewers at Nottingham Road Brewing Co., and loves all
things beer. He is also a freelance writer for many entertainment
websites, a lifelong music obsessive, and loves nothing more than
an imperial IPA and a pair of loaded earphones.

Samantha Nolan
After ﬁnishing in the top ten on the ﬁrst season of Masterchef
SA, Samantha started a small company, Doughmain, baking for
coffee shops and private clients. When lockdown started she felt
an intense need to keep people motivated and happy so started
baking and cooking classes via Zoom. Sam is also a passionate
homebrewer and current president of the SouthYeasters
Homebrewers Club in Cape Town.
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EVENT RECAP

Drinking separately together via Zoom - Image by Richard Wooding

BACKYARD

BEERFEST
LUCY CORNE

It’s a devastating time to be an event organiser.
And indeed, to be a beer-loving extrovert.
As festival after conference after party got
cancelled, brewers were feeling bleak about
their rapidly diminishing sales and drinkers
were feeling bleak about their favourite events
all disappearing. I was feeling particularly sad
about missing Fools & Fans, as well as the
Craft Brewers Powwow – two of my favourite
weekends of the year – so to cheer myself (and
others) up a little, I came up with the idea of
Backyard Beerfest. I had no idea how popular
it would be.
The concept was simple: host a beer festival
in your own backyard, inviting only the people
that live on your property. Do whatever you
normally do at festivals – sing out of tune,
bombard brewers with endless questions,
taste beers from as many different breweries as
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possible and fill your face with festival food.
The way South Africans embraced the
idea was really quite remarkable. There were
people who set up full-on beer stands in their
gardens, people who created professional
posters advertising their event to themselves.
Some created promo videos showing off their
beer line-up, others posted hilarious videos of
their journey to the fest (backing the car out of
the garage a few inches, then pulling back in).
People built kids’ areas and stages, they posted
band line-ups, made wristbands and many
complimented the cleanliness of the ablutions
at their fest.
Social media was alive with #backyardbeerfest
posts – people sharing what they were
drinking, people chatting to brewers, people
posting pics of the typical festival queue for
the loo, and others printing off life-sized

photos of their friends’ heads so they could
hang out with their buddies while respecting
the laws of lockdown. Thank you all for your
amazing ingenuity when it came to staging
a fest at home – the deep love for beer and
beer festivals was felt all around the country
(and indeed in the half-dozen other nations
that joined in with Backyard Beerfest). It
brought big smiles to many faces at the
start of what turned out to be a lengthy period
of isolation.
My only regret about the day is that it was
so early in the lockdown period, although the
fear was that with prohibition raging, people
would run out of beer if the event was held
too far into our quarantine. But keep an
eye out for the #BackyardBeerfest on social
media – it might be making its way into your
back garden again soon…

No wristband, no entry at the Anvil Ale House fest
Image courtesy of Andre van Zyl

There's always at least one stand
with beer pong!
Image courtesy of Zane Swano

When the urinals are busy, the
boys use the bushes
Image courtesy of Candice Rollings

Over the last 15 years
BrewCraft Int. has developed
into one the most respected
brands in the home beer
brewing market and supplying
to our specialised brew shops
throughout the world.

Antoinette Phillips in her VIP Flamingo Lounge

The poster was shoddy, but the band lineup was epic

Shop online now

brewcraft.co.za
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Photo by: Shanna Jones

Brewers couldn’t brew, people couldn’t earn and soup kitchens
couldn’t cope with the demand – lockdown has caused immeasurable
problems nationwide. A growing group of brewers found a way to
tackle a few of those problems by swapping malt for veggies and turning
their brewhouses into giant soup pots. We chatted to Andre Viljoen
(Woodstock Brewery), Nick Bush (Drifter Brewing Co.) Bruce Collins
(Stellenbosch Brewing Co.), Niall Cook (Richmond Hill), Charlie Murray
(Long Beach Brewery) and Trevor Gerntholtz (Old Potter’s Inn and
Brewhouse) to find out all about the Brewers Soup Collective.

Where did the idea to make soup instead
of beer come from?
OT:

AV: We have big pots! We were sitting there with all these
huge pots not being used and I was seeing images of
hungry, desperate people. Over history, brewers have always
provided in times of famine and disease, so it just seemed
like the right thing to do. Other breweries have since joined
us and now we have 11 brands on board: Woodstock, Drifter,
Long Beach, Richmond Hill, Stellies, Old Potter’s, The
Brewery at Hemel en Aarde, Hermanus, Bing’s Bru, Lakeside
and Beerhouse on Long.

How many litres are you making per
week?
OT:

AV: Between us and Drifter, we’re making about 5,500 litres
per day, six times a week at the moment. So far we have served
about 600,000 portions. Some of the smaller breweries are
just producing once or twice a week. We also get a donation
of about 1,000 loaves of bread a day from Premier Foods/
Blue Ribbon which goes with the soup to ensure the meal is
ﬁlling for our customers.
NC: We are producing 1800 litres once a week and will
continue to do so for as long as we have the funds to
support it.
OT: So what goes into the soup?
NB: It varies a little depending on what we can get fresh
from the market, but it’s all good, wholesome veggies. In a
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typical batch at Drifter we’ll use 350kg of potatoes, 250kg of
butternut, 50kg of carrots, plus salt, cumin, onion powder and
about 600 litres of water. We keep the seasoning quite light
to make sure it’s suitable for all palates. All of the breweries
are generally using the same base recipe. Then we rely on
volunteers to help peel and chop all the veggies ready to go
into the mash tun.

What’s the most difficult part of the
process?

OT:

AV: It’s a much easier process than brewing, although there
is a lot of very heavy lifting involved. We did break our mash
rake early on, when we mashed in with cold water. That was a
pretty expensive error!
TG: You have to watch for a stuck mash – a stuck mash with
potato and butternut is no picnic!
NC: For us at the moment it’s arranging the distribution, but
I’m sure it will get better as we go along.
OT: How is the soup distributed?
NB: Each brewery has its own setup. At Drifter we are working
with 10 local NGOs who collect the soup in huge ﬂow bins and
then distribute it via soup kitchens and other organisations
in areas where there is a need. Most of the breweries are
working with a team of local NGOs to get the soup to where
it needs to be. CoCT Disaster Management and Premier
Foods/Blue Ribbon, the bread donor, have lent the initiative
trucks and drivers as well.
TG: We’re a very small operation up here in Greyton. We’re

producing 350 litres, once a week. Once it’s ready, we ﬁll
up our ﬂow bins and drive the soup to four or ﬁve drop-off
points around the area.
CM: We are mostly focusing on the local area around the
brewery. Our soup is collected by volunteers associated
with the Kalk Bay and Noordhoek CAN (Community
Action Network) and then distributed to small kitchens in
Masiphumelele, Ocean View and Vrygrond.
OT: Who is funding the initiative?
NB: It’s all private donations, whether from members of
the public or from corporates. We don’t have any support
from the government. It really is a great system though – an
affordable and nutritious way to feed those in need. A litre
of soup costs just R10 to produce and each litre gives three
people a warm, healthy lunch.
NC: We are relying on donations from the public and from
local businesses. If people would like to donate, they can do
so via our website.
BC: We just got an amazing surprise when an anonymous
international company gave us a grant for the next two
months! It’s all funded by private donors.
OT: What do donations go towards?
NC: The donations go directly to buying ingredients, paying
for electricity and covering petrol costs for the guys who are
getting the soup to the kitchens.
CM: The veggies are sourced from the Collective and
the spices come from Kalk Bay donors, but the running
costs (power, equipment, labour) are hopefully covered by
donations. If we don’t get enough donations, I pick up the
tab. I’ve been going through heating elements like crazy and

these expenses I try to get covered by the local CAN.
OT: Could

this help breweries to stay afloat
until the industry recovers?

AV: The initiative started as a way to do some good in a time
when there are so many people in need. But at a time when
small breweries are also in real trouble, this can also be a
way to help them keep the lights on until the industry picks
up again.
NB: Our goal, other than ﬁlling hungry tummies, is to be able
to start covering some overheads so that we can produce a
sustainable, long-term model as the hunger situation is sadly
not going anywhere over the next year.

Now that you’re able to brew again, will
you still continue to make soup as well?
OT:

AV: Absolutely. We will easily be able to produce soup
between brewdays. In fact, we think the demand for soup
will signiﬁcantly outstrip the beer demand! This wasn’t
something just to tide us over through lockdown. So much
has gone wrong with the delivery of food parcels and as a
serving of soup has no resale value, it’s the best way to make
sure people are being fed. There is a dire need for this at the
moment so we will continue for as long as that need exists.
BC: We are nowhere near brewing capacity, one week into
level three, so we are making soup indeﬁnitely. And in fact,
our brewhouse can never be too busy for a three-hour batch
of soup here and there.
NB: Of course. It wouldn’t make sense to set up this whole
network and have all of these people relying on us, then
suddenly take that away. I think all of the breweries involved
plan to continue producing soup indeﬁnitely.

Photo by: Shanna Jones

Nick Bush of Drifter dispenses soup
from a ﬂow bin ready to serve

Masked up and ready to mash: Charlie Murray at Long
Beach Brewery

The Woodstock Brewery team mashes in with buckets of
butternut and potato

Niall Cook gets cooking at Richmond Hill

Bruce and Karen Collins of Stellenbosch Brewing get
ready to serve some soup
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GOT A BEERY
TALE TO SHARE?

OH, HOW WE’VE

GROWN…
BYRON “THEBEERBRUH” LOMBARD

Send it to
lucy@ontapmag.co.za and you
might just see your name in
print. If your story is chosen for
publication, you’ll get a year’s
subscription to On Tap on us!

WIN

A

s far back as I can remember, beer has always been in 2017 and a few days later, I started my Instagram account.
somewhat a part of my life. Growing up with a I now go by @thebeerbruh but I had some other handle when
gregarious family that believed every occasion was I first started, while navigating my way around social media.
a celebration, beer was ever-present. Lion Lager Since then, I have gained over a thousand followers and tasted
and Castle Lager were the only two brands I can an unimaginable amount of beers while also visiting many
recall right now. I tasted beer and hated it, not knowing how it amazing beer related places. Let me not forget to mention
would become such a fascination/passion to me many years later. the incredible relationships I’ve made through something so
Fast-forward a few years and I started to frequent the simple… water, hops, yeast and barley. Drinking beer to me is a
Paulaner Brauhaus at the Waterfront in Cape Town and my celebration of life where all pretenses should be put behind us.
I now live in the affectionately known Deep South on the
appreciation for beer changed for the better, largely thanks
to their Weissbier. Those mammoth one-litre steins of Weiss Cape Peninsula. The local breweries are simply amazing and
there are so many within a stone’s
with my nearest and dearest friends
throw. I just wish that more locals
are memories I treasure to this day.
supported local breweries as I find
The trigger was pulled as to what
Drinking beer to me is
they know what the people of that
other beers might be out there in the
area would appreciate.
world. I was fortunate to travel up the
a celebration of life
From the time of me growing
east coast of Africa to Mozambique,
up and only knowing two kinds of
Tanzania and Kenya, ending up on
beer, to where we now, with a vast
the island of Réunion. I tasted my
selection to suit every palate and
first foreign beer in Mozambique,
namely, the Mac-Mahon 2M and I loved it! But when I got pocket, our beer journey has been amazing. I admit that I
back from that trip, I ended up on my balcony with a case of am by no means an expert in the art of beer brewing, nor
Black Label quarts as I missed the tastes from home more than do have any inclination to attempt to brew at home. I think
anything.
that I would be way too critical of myself and the pressure
Since then, I’ve been blessed to have married my partner-in- of brewing would only see me ending up in foetal position
crime and I’m pretty sure she is the reason my evolution to beer whilst sucking my thumb, calling for something made by
blogging began. She signed me up to the League of Beers back the professionals.
10
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BREW
WALTS MALTING
CEASES OPERATIONS
South Africa’s ﬁrst and only sizable
independent malting company has
closed down. Cape Town based Walts
Malting announced its closure in early
May, citing the Covid-19 lockdown and
accompanying ban on the sale of alcohol
as contributing factors. In a letter to its

customers, the company said that it had
been “battling ﬁnancially…and unable to
reach the required sales volumes to cover
overhead costs.” The effect the alcohol
ban is likely to have on the craft beer
industry led company directors to take the
decision to close the business.

SAB, HEINEKEN CREATE SALES

PLATFORMS FOR TAVERNS
While the alcohol ban obviously
seriously harmed beer sales, one
growth category throughout the
lockdown period was non-alcoholic
beer. “We have seen a weekly
average increase of sales to retailers
by over 400% for Heineken 0.0,” says
Jason Cox, Sales Director for
Heineken South Africa. “This
is even more impressive as
this excludes bottle stores and
other liquor retailers.” Devil’s
Peak also reported increased
sales of their Hero brand
(previously Zero to Hero).
“We started the Hero
brand more than two
years ago and always
had high aspirations
for it, but we could
not have anticipated
what it would do for us
during the lockdown,”
says Devil’s Peak’s
Elizanne Rauch.
“We sold more
Hero on some days
during lockdown, than
our normal Hero sales
in a month.”
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In
response
to
government restrictions
on alcohol sales, and
to
promote
social
distancing, SAB and
Heineken have both
released platforms that
allow consumers to buy
alcohol from taverns via
their cell phones. SAB’s
platform, Firsti, does not
require a smartphone
or
internet
access.
Cell phone users dial

Although in-person gatherings are still
forbidden, the Woodstock Winter Beer
Fest team is forging ahead with this year’s
event, albeit in a virtual format. Details
are still to be conﬁrmed, but the festival
will take place on August 1. Tickets will

*120*464# and follow the
prompts to ﬁnd a local
tavern or liquor store,
place their order then
select a collection time.
Heineken’s site, Hola
Club Click & Collect,
also allows the public
to purchase directly
from taverns without
have to queue in-store.
Consumers and tavern
owners can register at
www.holaclub.co.za.

get you a mixed case of 12 beers from
breweries that normally participate in
the festival, along with a WWBF beer
mug and an agenda of online live acts
for the day. Follow Woodstock Winter
Beer Fest on Facebook for updates.

NEWS
CLOCKWORK AND DOCTRINE
JOIN FORCES WITH 1000 HILLS

BREWSTERS CRAFT BEERS REBRANDED

Jo’burg-based Brewsters Craft has completely rebranded their
beer range. Now called Tolokazi Beer, the line-up includes the
African pale ale, lager, pilsner and rooibos cider. Tolokazi is a
Xhosa clan name and the range is dedicated to the generations
of African women who have passed along the art of brewing.
The company’s training programmes, lab analysis and contract
brewing services remain under the Brewsters Craft banner.

NEW BREWS
Pietermaritzburg-based
Clockwork Brewhouse and
Doctrine Brewing are moving
operations to 1000 Hills
Brewery and Chef School in
Bothas Hill. All three brands will

WEST COAST
BREWERY MAKES
MASKS ALONGSIDE
BEER

Langebaan-based
brewery
Black Eagle has added face
masks to its range. Owners
Hugo and Elmien Roux have a
screen printing business that
predates their West Coast
microbrewery. During lockdown
they quickly saw a need for high
quality, well-ﬁtting masks and
launched So Ninja. Check out So
Ninja Face Masks on Facebook
or
email
soninjamasks@
gmail.com
to
order.

remain, but the three breweries
will share equipment and a
tap room. It will be the ﬁrst
time Clockwork and Doctrine
have had a taproom from
which to showcase their beers.

SMACK!
REPUBLIC
PREPARING FOR
A COMEBACK

Johannesburg
brewery
Smack! Republic looks set to
make a comeback. The oncepopular city centre brewery’s
beers have not been seen
on shelves for a number of
years, but their social media
accounts
were
recently
revived. Reports state that
the brand has been bought
and the new owners will
kick off with contract brews
at a Gauteng brewpub.

Franschhoek x
The Wine Thief
x Feral Cape
Weisse
(4.5% ABV)

Saggy Stone Brut
Lager
(6.8% ABV)

The sixth beer in
Saggy Stone’s Small
This local play
Batch series is a brut
on the Florida/
lager using Hallertau
Barcelona/ Berliner
Blanc to mimic the
Weisse was
gooseberry notes of
fermented with
a fruity white wine.
viognier grapes
Look out too for
from Opstal Estate
their latest brut IPA,
in Rawsonville.
which uses Sabro
Keep an eye out
hops. The beers are
for it in 330ml
available on Saggy
cans from select
Stone’s online store.
retailers.

Hazeldean x
Clarens Bière
de Pomme
(10% ABV)

South Africa’s
ﬁrst apple barley
wine is a hybrid
of Clarens’
Brewery’s Red
Stone Cider
and Hazeldean’s
Pilsner, aged for
six months in oak
Calvados (apple
brandy) barrels
with Belgian
candi sugar.

Hazeldean x
Naked Face
Tatanka Red Rye
IPA
(7% ABV)

The ﬁrst collab
between these two
Gauteng breweries
showcases an
underrepresented
style in South
Africa. Order it
from Hazeldean’s
online store or on
bestcraftbeer.co.za.

Richmond Hill
x The Kennel
Flowers for
Rosa
(5% ABV)

This is the second
year the two
Eastern and
Western Cape
breweries have
come together to
produce this New
England pale ale
with hibiscus tea.
Check it out in
440ml cans from
mid-July.

Fraser’s Folly Mint Choc Stout (6% ABV)

“It’s like drinking an After Eight mint!” says brewer Fraser
Crighton of this special edition winter brew. Grab some from
July on the brewery’s online store.

ontapmag.co.za | Winter 2020 |
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BREW-IT-YOURSELF

Necessity is the mother of invention, as they say, and never was this
truer than during a particularly strict lockdown with no idea of when
you’d be able to buy a beer again. “How to make alcohol at home”
topped the search engines, homebrew shops were run off their feet and
pineapple farmers were rubbing their hands in glee as South Africans
turned into brewers, cider-makers and producers of pineapple-based
beverages. But just because prohibition is over (for now), that doesn’t
mean you have to lose interest in the art of creating your own alcohol. We
asked a few local experts for their recipes to help you get started.

14
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UMQOMBOTHI

Recipe courtesy of Nolu RoxwanaMatiwane, co-founder of Ukhamba
Beerworx
Makes 5 litres; +/- 2.5% ABV
INGREDIENTS
2kg King Korn malted sorghum
1kg Impala maize meal
HOW TO MAKE IT
Day 1:
Boil four litres of water. In a 20-litre
bucket, mix 1kg of maize meal and 1kg
of King Korn with the boiling water. Stir
very well, ensuring there are no clumps.
Close the bucket for 10 minutes, then
add two litres of cold water. The mixture
should be lukewarm. Cover with a lid and
leave to sour overnight.
Day 2:
The mixture should have bubbles and a
sour smell. In a large pot on the stove,
boil two litres of water. Once the water
is boiling, add the soured sorghum-andmaize mixture, stirring constantly to
ensure there are no lumps. If the mixture
is runny, add an extra cup of maize meal.
The consistency should be similar to
that of a double cream yoghurt. Let it
cook for an hour. Since the grain is still in
suspension, it’s normal for the bottom of
the pan to catch. Once the mixture has
boiled for an hour, remove from heat and
leave it to cool down overnight, leaving
the lid on.
Day 3:
Pour the cooled mixture into a 20-litre
bucket and add the remaining 1kg
of King Korn, mixing well. You might
need to thin out the mixture – it should
be somewhat runny. Add around two
litres of cold water to get the desired
consistency. Mix well and let it sit
overnight.
Day 4:
The fermentation process will have
started and as the day progresses, there
will be a lot of bubbling. If the bubbles
are highly visible ad there is obvious
fermentation, it’s time to strain. You can
use a sieve, strainer or cheesecloth/
muslin cloth to strain the beer. If you’re
not seeing much fermentation, move the
beer to a warmer spot in your house and
leave overnight again before straining.
Temperature is important: the warmer
the place the better. If your house is
cold, wrap an old blanket around the
bucket and put a mat underneath.
Day 5:
It’s drinking day! Invite your friends over
to enjoy your homemade umqombothi.

SAFETY FIRST

Always stick to the recipes and never add any hazardous
substances to boost the alcohol content of your beer, cider,
wine or cooler. We have seen a sad spate of deaths across
the country from people ingesting homemade alcohol
laced with things like rubbing alcohol, embalming ﬂuid or
methylated spirits. Stay safe and consume responsibly.
For information on safe home-distilling, see page 30

HARD LEMONADE

Recipe courtesy of Tsikwe Molobye,
author of Lockdown Dranks
Makes 20 litres; 7% ABV
INGREDIENTS
5 x 500ml bottles of 100% lemon juice
2.5kg white sugar (or brown sugar)
2 packets brewer’s yeast
150g raisins
3 limes
1 large lemon
TO BACKSWEETEN
1 x 500ml bottle of 100% lemon juice
1kg white sugar
HOW TO MAKE IT
Rinse the three limes and
lemon thoroughly. Cut into small
pieces, leaving zest on.
Add all ingredients into a large pot.
Mix with seven litres of water and boil
for 30 minutes.
Leave to cool.
Sift concentrate into a clean
and sanitised 30-litre bucket.

Top up bucket with cold water until
you have 20 litres.
Add yeast – fermentation may be
slow as the fruit concentrate is acidic.
Leave to ferment at room
temperature for seven days.
Fermentation can take longer, but this
drink is still enjoyable when young.
After fermentation is done, rack the
liquid into another clean bucket and
leave for two to three days. This
process is to remove the yeast at the
bottom.
BACKSWEETENING
After three days, rack into
another clean bucket
Add the remaining 500ml bottle of
100% lemon juice and 1kg sugar and
stir.
Decant into 10 x 2-litre plastic
bottles.
IMPORTANT: Do not screw the tops
on too tight as there is still live yeast
in them and they may explode due
to ongoing fermentation.
Store the bottles in the fridge.
Enjoy!

BUY THE BOOK

Lockdown Dranks features 12 recipes that you can easily follow
at home, allowing you to safely produce alcohol with things you
can ﬁnd in your kitchen. Buy the eBook now for just R30 from
lockdowndranks.com.
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MALTYEAST POODLE
WITBIER

Recipe courtesy of Paul Freysen,
owner of The Kennel Brewery

Makes 25 litres; 4.5% ABV; 13 IBUs
INGREDIENTS
3.5kg pale malt
2.5kg wheat malt
500g oats
20g crushed coriander
40g orange peel
28g Hallertau Hersbrucker
11.5g SafAle™ WBO6 yeast

TEPACHE

Recipe courtesy of Nick Grenfell homebrewer
This recipe is based loosely on Mexican
Tepache – better known in South Africa
as pineapple beer. It was really made in

HOW TO MAKE IT
Crush the malt.
Mash in at 68 °C for 60
minutes.
Sparge with 74°C water until
you get to 27 litres (give or
take, depending on your
boil-off rate).
Once wort reaches a rolling
boil, add the hops (at 60
minutes).
Add coriander and orange
peel at ﬂame out.
Cool wort down to 28°C.
Pitch yeast and let it ferment
at 24°C for eight days.
the spirit of rebellion rather than out of
necessity! I was not, however, going to
use baker’s yeast to produce a complete
supermarket special.
INGREDIENTS
4 pineapples
1kg brown sugar
8-9 litres ﬁltered water
2 small cinnamon sticks
brewer’s yeast (optional)
HOW TO MAKE IT
Chop up the pineapples and add the
ﬂesh and skins to a fermenter or sanitised
bucket. The skins will provide wild yeast
for fermentation.
Add the water, sugar and cinnamon.
I encouraged the fermentation process
by adding a tiny quantity of Kveik
Ragnarok yeast (maybe 5ml) that was left
in the bottom of a jar after pitching into
something else.
Ferment at about 20°C for six days –
taste from day four onwards to check for
desired level of sweetness.
If you have it, you could add ½ teaspoon
of potassium metabisulphite to stop

fermentation.
Cold crash for 24 hours, keg and
carbonate.
Tepache can also be served
uncarbonated.

BREWER TIPS
The pineapple chunks taste terrible
after fermentation so I would not
encourage anyone to do anything
other than throw them in the bin.
I made no attempt to measure
the ABV accurately - the starting
gravity from the sugar alone
would have been around 1.036.
The fermentable sugars in the
pineapple are about 10% by weight
which might add 7-8 gravity points.
I stopped fermentation when I was
happy with the sweetness level and
did not measure the ﬁnal gravity.
My guess is that it is around 3.54.0% ABV.

SA HOMEBREW CLUBS
If you’re new to homebrewing, there’s no better place to start than to contact your
local homebrewing club. Most clubs meet at least once every two months, although
while lockdown restrictions are in place, the best place to ﬁnd advice and assistance is
on their online forums.
EASTERN CAPE
Yeastern Cape Brew Club
facebook.com/yeasterncape
FREE STATE
Free State Fermenters (Bloemfontein)
facebook.com/groups/305132382867636
GAUTENG
Wort Hogs
worthogbrewers.co.za
KZN
Durban Homebrewers
www.durbanhomebrewers.com
East Coast Brewers
facebook.com/groups/ eastcoastbrewers
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NORTH WEST
Hartbeespoort Brewers
facebook.com/groups/
hartbeespoortbrewers
WESTERN CAPE
Coastal Brewers (St Helena Bay)
facebook.com/groups/CoastalBrewers
Eden Brewers (Garden Route)
facebook.com/edenbrewers
Helderberg Brewers
facebook.com/groups/helderberghomebrew
SouthYeasters (Cape Town)
southyeasters.co.za
Wijnland Homebrewers Club
facebook.com/wijnlandhomebrewers

FERMENTATION RANGE

FLOCCULATION

ALCOHOL TOLERANCE
  
ATTENUATION
 

VOSS



     
 
  
 
LalBrew® voss 

  
   
  



www.lallemandbrewing.com
10 Cochrane avenue, Epping , 7460 Capetown
Representative: Jacques - jjansevanrensburg@lallemand.com
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Sure, food is a necessary addition to any social
situation where beer is flowing, but most folks forget
the truly essential BFF to our beloved beverage of
choice: music. Beer-loving rocker John Morrow
shares some of his perfect pairings.
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“If music be the food of love, play on” –
William Shakespeare (‘Twelfth Night’)

M

ost people barely
notice what’s playing
when the taps are
open. More often than
not, it’s a secondary
thought – open Spotify, click a random list
and get back to your beer. But the fact of
the matter is that when the right music is
played, a primal fermentation occurs and
suddenly the good time you’re already
having becomes a great time.
Being a complete music nerd since I

was knee-high, and a lover of the amber
nectar since I ‘acquired’ my ﬁrst beer from
the family fridge (sorry, dad), I have spent
a ludicrous amount of time ensuring that
if I’m involved with a social gathering,
the music better be on-point. I’ve found,
through years of trial and tribulation, that
certain styles of beer go down so much
better when combined with certain styles
of music. Sure, it sounds a little nit-picky
and next-level geeky, but trust me when
I say that you can achieve a heightened

BEER STYLES: Porter, stout, brown ale,
schwarzbier

BEER STYLES: Lager, pilsner,
festbier

MUSIC GENRES: Blues, black metal,
doom metal, goth

MUSIC GENRES: Arena rock, glam
metal, disco, funk

When the inky clouds roll in and the
temperature drops, the beer drinker
requires fortiﬁcation that can largely only
be found in dark beers, usually in front
of a roaring ﬂame with close friends.
Bursting with malty ﬂavour and packed
with strength, there’s nothing quite like
this black magic, and these tunes will
simply stoke the ﬁres with their deep,
dark tales.

These styles are all about the party;
the easy-drinking sunny days where
you just want something refreshing
and enjoyable. Solid, dependable,
downright drinkable, and perfect
for karaoke and dancing on tables
(but be sure to check with
management ﬁrst).

ALBUM RECOMMENDATIONS:
Robert Johnson –
The Complete Recordings
Burzum – Filosofem
Electric Wizard – Dopethrone
The Cure – Pornography
LOCAL BEER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Copperlake Breweries – Robust Porter
Agar’s Brewery – Black Mamba Stout
Woodstock Brewery – Mr. Brownstone
Clockwork Brewhouse – Schwarzbier
BEER STYLES: Hefeweizen, Kölsch,
witbier

ALBUM RECOMMENDATIONS:
Bon Jovi – Slippery When Wet
Whitesnake – Whitesnake
Saturday Night Fever – Original
Soundtrack
Parliament –
Mothership Connection
LOCAL BEER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Darling Brew – Slow Beer
Mad Giant Brewing Co. –
The Guzzler
Saggy Stone Brewing Co. –
Das Lookout

MUSIC GENRES: Stoner rock,
krautrock, sludge metal,
industrial

ALBUM RECOMMENDATIONS:
Kyuss – Welcome To Sky Valley
Can – Tago Mago
Down – NOLA
Einstürzende Neubauten –
Halber Mensch

These classic European styles go
down like nothing else. Always a
refreshing choice, they allow for the
ears to open up to challenging sounds
and mind-blowing journeys.

LOCAL BEER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Brauhaus am Damm – Brauhaus
Weizen
Lions River Brewery – Kölsch
Doctrine Brewing – Aeon

beer experience when you pay more
attention to your playlist.
So here I bring you a basic guide
for what to slap on the speakers when
drinking any major beer style, with a
suggested sip-list to match each playlist.
This is merely a starting point to get you
contemplating the marriage of hops and
bass. Hopefully you’ll soon ﬁnd yourself
getting into the groove and delving
deeper to create your own personal
alchemy of sound and suds.

Your own
personal
alchemy of
sound and suds
BEER STYLES: American pale ale,
blonde ale, cream ale, amber ale
MUSIC GENRES: Outlaw country,
groove metal, southern rock, bluegrass
The lighter ales are like a cool cousin
to the mighty lagers. They’re a small
step up in ﬂavour and aroma, making
them a bit more badass. The laid-back
vibe of these music genres makes for a
cool, relaxed environment to enjoy an
easy-drinking, tasty beer. Plus, is there
anything more delightful than an APA
when you just want a beer with all the
hops and none of the fuss?
ALBUM RECOMMENDATIONS:
Johnny Cash –
American IV: The Man Comes Around
White Zombie –
La Sexorcisto: Devil Music Vol. 1
Lynyrd Skynyrd – Lynyrd Skynyrd
Steve Martin –
The Crow: New Songs For The 5-String
Banjo
LOCAL BEER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Mad Giant Brewing Co. – Killer Hop
Drifter Brewing Co. –
The Cape Town Blonde
That Brewing Co. –
That Red Irish Cream Ale
Richmond Hill Brewing Co. –
Car Park John
ontapmag.co.za | Winter 2020 |
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BEER STYLE: India pale ale
MUSIC GENRES: Thrash metal, punk
rock, power metal, hard rock
Ah, the noble IPA – the style to end all
styles. Whether West Coast, session,
black, New England, imperial, or just
straight-up classic English, the hops
arrive instantly and take the palate
to heights found nowhere else. Bitter
and delish, the IPA kickstarts the heart
and bangs the head.
ALBUM RECOMMENDATIONS:
Anthrax – Among The Living
Fear – The Record
Eternal Champion – The Armor Of Ire
Motörhead – Overkill
LOCAL BEER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Afro Caribbean Brewing Co. –
Jungle Paradise
Agar’s Brewery – Tomahawk
Anvil Ale Brewery – Mjölnir
The 400 Brewing Company –
Harambe Imperial Black IPA

BEER STYLES: American wild ale,
Berliner Weisse, Lambic, Flanders
red
MUSIC GENRES: Acid jazz, soul, postpunk, hip hop
These sometimes mouth-puckering
styles have become very popular
with local craft drinkers, and
rightfully so. A totally different taste
experience to all other beers, they
are wild and experimental, and
require music just as adventurous.
ALBUM RECOMMENDATIONS:
St. Germain – Tourist
Stevie Wonder –
Songs In The Key Of Life
Joy Division – Unknown Pleasures
The Roots – Things Fall Apart
LOCAL BEER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Little Wolf Brewery – The Sour Plum
Clockwork Brewhouse –
Blueberry Berliner Weisse
Hazeldean Brewing Co. –
Plum Lambic
Frontier Beer Co. – Tart Of Darkness
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BEER STYLES: Belgian ale, saison,
Trappist ale

BEER STYLES: Red ale, wee heavy,
barleywine

MUSIC GENRES: Jazz, classical, death
metal

MUSIC GENRES: Folk, indie rock,
progressive rock

These styles are just that – stylish. Not
only does the punter feel like they’re
drinking something as old as time, the
complexity of these beers is taken to
a new level with the addition of the
intricate musicianship found in jazz,
classical, and (yes, trust me) death
metal.

Ever found yourself in an Englishstyle pub in front of a roaring ﬁre
and looking for something classic,
sumptuous, and – well – proper?
These are the big boys of the woodand-leather public houses of old and,
for that, you need to have the lilting
melodies and ethereal jigs of these
carefully chosen bands.

ALBUM RECOMMENDATIONS:
Miles Davis – Sketches Of Spain
Julian Bream –
The Ultimate Guitar Collection
Blood Incantation –
Hidden History Of The Human Race
LOCAL BEER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Woodstock Brewery – Sugarman
Old Potter’s Brewhouse – Plaas Japie
Drifter Brewing Co. –
Ocean Aged Tripel

ALBUM RECOMMENDATIONS:
Fairport Convention – Liege & Lief
Fleet Foxes – Fleet Foxes
Jethro Tull – Songs From The Wood
LOCAL BEER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Friar’s Habit Craft Brewery –
Irish Red Ale
Aegir Project –
A Wee Heavy Scottish Ale
Triggerﬁsh Brewing – Stoneﬁsh

There are numerous bands, albums, and local beers to experiment with to ﬁnd what
works best for you, and the journey has inﬁnite rewards. An even better plan is to get
together (virtually at this point of course) with like-minded friends and make a party of
the process. But just remember - as long as the beer is good and the music is ﬂowing,
pairing the two just makes ‘em both better.

NEVER THE TWAIN
Wondering about those “tribulations” I mentioned? Well here are a
few. Sometimes music pairings are so bad that the tunes will put you off
your pint…
•
Nickelback – Rockstar (Lager) – There is no good time for Nickelback,
either sober or inebriated. Ever.
•
Billy Ray Cyrus – Achy Breaky Heart (Blonde Ale) – Country music is a
ﬁne pairing to a smooth blonde, but when it’s Miley’s dad on the stereo,
rather get a glass of water.
•
Creed – Higher (IPA) – The adrenaline harnessed from potent hard rock
makes for a killer addition to the noble IPA. You’ll ﬁnd none of this in
‘Higher’.
•
Kenny G – Songbird (Belgian Ale) – I’ve found that most great jazz
rounds out a tasty Belgian ale, adding smiles and warmth to the pint.
Kenny G, unfortunately, does the direct opposite.
•
Vanilla Ice – Ice Ice Baby (Berliner Weisse) – Hip hop has a way of
starting and then livening up a party. Unless you enjoy a nostalgic trip
down a dark memory lane, avoid the ‘Ice.

FEATURE

VS
It’s a battle as old as time. Well OK, it’s a battle that dates back about five years, at least in
South Africa. Despite the fact that beer’s history began some 10,000 years ago, food and beer
pairing is still in its infancy, while the concept of pairing food and wine is ingrained into our
culinary mind set. We thought it was time to pit the two beverages against each other in a
pairing face-off, so we asked wine writer, judge and educator Cathy Marston to go head to
head with our editor, Lucy Corne.
With recipes provided by former Masterchef contestant, homebrewer and all-round foodie
Samantha Nolan, we bring you a three-course Grape vs Grain meal to cook up and pair at
home. The concept is simple – follow the recipes, serve the dishes and sample each course
with one of the wines and beers suggested by our experts. Then you get to be the judge,
deciding whether the wine or beer went best with each dish.

The case for

WINE
Cathy Marston

The case for

BEER
Lucy Corne
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Cathy Marston

Lucy Corne

Wine and food – they just go together don’t they? At least,
that is what thousands of sommeliers and chefs have worked
out over the last few centuries, creating mouth-watering
combinations which frankly, can’t really be beaten by beer.
The trick to food and wine matching is knowing the ‘danger
combinations’ and working to neutralise them while at the
same time capitalising on the wonderful effects of the hero
tastes and the magic they can create.
So what are the ‘danger combinations’? Humans actually
only detect ﬁve basic tastes and it’s two of those which cause
most of the headaches of food and wine matching. Sweetness
in food can play havoc with wine unless the wine is at least as
sweet as the food so be careful combining a dry Sauvignon
Blanc with things like sweet ‘n’ sour or sticky-sweet braai
sauces – the wine may end up tasting bitter and thin.

Danger combinations you say? Ah, we have none of those in
the beer pairing world, perhaps because beer is a superior
beverage to pair with your dinner? (Or breakfast – we’re not
here to judge.)
Let me elaborate. Beer has a lot going for it when it
comes to food pairing. First of all, it is more complex and
varied than people tend to give it credit for. Malt gives
ﬂavours that can be biscuity, bready, chocolaty or coffeelike. Now bring hops into the equation with all their spice
and citrus and tropical fruit notes. Yeast lends a whole
different range of ﬂavours to the glass, from subtle spice
to fruitiness. And that’s before you take into account the
wealth of herbs, spices, fruits and other goodies brewers
can, and often do, add to their beer.
While wine pairings tend to focus on contrasts, beer, with
its ﬂavours that are often echoed in food, has the ability to
easily compliment or contrast the dish you’re devouring. The
Maillard ﬂavours from caramelised malts work wonderfully
with the char on a piece of pork fat or a ﬂame-grilled steak;
the high bitterness of a dry stout contrasts with a big slab of
chocolate cake, just as a cup of coffee would.
Most beers can’t rely on acidity to cut through richness,
but they can rely on carbonation. Beer’s beautiful bubbles
also act as a scrubbing brush for the tongue, cleansing the
palate for the next bite or sip. It is these bubbles that have
in part held beer back as a pairing companion, since it is
undeniably more ﬁlling that its grape-based cousin. But if
you pour 100ml tasters rather than pints with each course,
you won’t risk ﬁlling up on beer before you get to dessert.
And speaking of dessert, this is one area where beer –
perhaps surprisingly to some – outshines wine. Whether you
try a like-with-like pairing such as a big, sweet stout with a
big, sweet slice of malva pud, or something offering more
of a contrast like a tart fruit beer with a rich, creamy dessert,

Acidity and salt
are a winemaker’s
dream
Umami – that intensely-savoury taste, found in Marmite,
seaweed, mushrooms – is another killer taste, making wines
seem drier and more tannic so beware of matching Cabernet
Sauvignon or Shiraz with many Asian dishes where the tannins
will become accentuated and frankly, undrinkable. The chilli
heat found in many Asian dishes won’t be helped by many
wines either, making the spice super-obvious and leaving you
crying out for a glass of milk instead (or beer. Damn it!).
On the plus side, however, acidity and salt are a
winemaker’s dream, making wines smoother, softer, rounder
and even a little bit sweeter, adding up to delightful combos
where the pairing is far better than eating or drinking the
components on their own.
Cheese, with its high acid and salt (and its high fat content
– also a winner with wine), is the perfect partner for wines both
white and red, balancing out high tannins in reds and high
acids in whites into a delicious savoury/fruit combination.
Acidic salad dressings or squeezes of lemon on seafood go
down great with crisp, tangy white wines such as Sauvignon,
unwooded Chardonnay and MCC (South African sparkling
wines) while the salty seasoning added to any piece of meat
before it goes on the braai will soften and round out even the
driest tannins in big Bordeaux blends.
The real beauty of wine is that there are so many different
options available. With 100 grape varieties permitted in
South Africa, produced in different areas, blended, barrelled
(or not) and bottled by more than 600 different wineries, your
choices are almost limitless and somewhere out there is the
perfect wine for any food you care to name. Beat that, beer!
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Beer’s beautiful
bubbles also act as
a scrubbing brush
for the tongue
beer’s versatility really comes to the fore at the end of dinner.
And don’t even get me started on the cheese course.
There’s not a wine around that can match the perfect
symbiosis of a double IPA with a potent blue cheese, or
a hunk of aged gruyere with a farmhouse ale or a Belgian
tripel. I mean, you wouldn’t think twice about the marriage
of bread and cheese would you? And beer is really just a
delicious and versatile form of liquid bread. Just better,
because it’s got hops.

STARTER - ASIAN PRAWN SALAD
CATHY’S SUGGESTED WINE PAIRING
A little bit of chilli bite means that you
would need a fruity, possibly off-dry wine
here. Personally, I’d choose a Chenin
Blanc – because everything’s better with
Chenin. A nice, fresh unwooded version
such as Leopard’s Leap would work well
here but you could also look for an offdry Riesling – the Paul Cluver Ferricrete
Riesling from Woollies would do an
excellent job with this dish.
LUCY’S SUGGESTED BEER PAIRING
For me, this dish just screams “serve
me with a witbier!” Delicate enough to
compliment the prawns, but with the
complexity to stand up to the spice, the
Belgian witbier is a wonderful tool to
have in your pairing cupboard. Or fridge.
The coriander and citrus in the beer will
pick out the spice and lime leaves in the
dish, while the witbier’s lively carbonation
works well to cleanse the palate of all this
decadent creamy richness. Try White Anvil
from Anvil Ale House or Darling Brew’s
Bone Crusher.
(Serves 6)
FOR THE SALAD
3 ripe avocados
3 baby gem lettuces hearts
black and white sesame seeds

FOR THE DRESSING:
10g fresh ginger, ﬁnely grated
1 clove garlic, ﬁnely chopped
2 bai makrut leaves, ﬁnely chopped
1 red chilli, ﬁnely chopped
1 egg yolk
60ml avocado oil
30ml olive oil
30ml lemon juice
20ml mirin
5ml ﬁsh sauce
salt to taste
grated zest of ½ a lemon

Add the lemon zest.
Add salt to taste.

FOR THE PRAWNS
12 cleaned, shelled prawns, tail on
30g panko bread crumbs
20g desiccated coconut
1 egg white
20g cornﬂour

TO ASSEMBLE
Cut the avocados in half and slice.
Cut the lettuces in half.
Pour a layer of dressing onto your
individual serving plates.
Place a sliced avocado half on top of the
dressing on each plate.
Sprinkle the avocado with sesame seeds.
Place half a gem lettuce heart onto each
plate.
Place two prawns on each plate on top of
the avocado.
Serve with the wine and beer of your
choosing and pick the winning pairing!

TO MAKE THE DRESSING
In a pestle and mortar, grind the ginger,
garlic, bai makrut leaves and chilli to form
a paste.
Add the egg yolk and stir in gently.
Start adding the avocado oil in very small
amounts and keep stirring to create an
emulsion. Do this until you have used all
the avocado oil and repeat the process
with the olive oil.
Stir in the lemon juice, then the mirin,
then the ﬁsh sauce.

FOR THE PRAWNS
In a bowl, mix the panko breadcrumbs
and coconut.
Lightly beat the egg white with a fork.
Beat in the cornﬂour.
Dip each prawn into the egg white mix
and then into the crumb mix.
Deep fry the coated prawns until golden.
Place on a plate lined with paper kitchen
towel to drain.

SUBSTITUTION TIP

If you can’t ﬁnd bai makrut, you
could substitute with lime leaves or
lemon zest
ontapmag.co.za | Winter 2020 |
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MAIN COURSE - N1 CITY STEW
CATHY’S SUGGESTED WINE PAIRING
It’s easy when you’re food pairing to
forget to take sauces and garnishes
into consideration and the key here
is not to forget that tangy gremolata.
I would go for a robust Cabernet
Sauvignon such as The First Lady
Cabernet from Warwick Wines, which
has enough tannin to match the bold
meaty ﬂavours of the stew as well as
fresh acidity to go with the zesty sauce
on top.
LUCY’S SUGGESTED BEER PAIRING
It’s tempting to think “beef stew and
Guinness” but there are so many more
options here. The subtle spice of a
rye ale will work well with the cloves,
parsley and turmeric in the dish –
try Rye the Beloved Country from
Frontier, or Aegir Project’s Red Rye.
Malt-forward styles work well with
rich, meaty dishes. If you’re cooking in
KZN, grab a Clockwork Schwarzbier or
in the Eastern Cape, Richmond Hill’s
Two Rand Man will easily stand up to
the stew.
(Serves 6)
FOR THE STEW
1kg free range stewing beef, cut into
chunks
30ml olive oil
2 onions, chopped
2 cloves of garlic, chopped
a pinch of ground cloves
3 tsp turmeric powder
1 tin tomato paste
1 tin chopped tomatoes
500ml beef stock
2 bay leaves
salt and pepper to taste
FOR THE GREMOLATA
handful of fresh Italian parsley, ﬁnely
chopped
zest of 1 lemon
20ml olive oil
Preheat oven to 150°C.
In an ovenproof pot, heat the olive oil
and sauté the chopped onions until
translucent.
Add the garlic and fry for a minute.
Add the beef and brown evenly.
Add the cloves and turmeric and fry
for a minute.
Add the tomato paste and fry for a
further minute.
Add the tinned tomatoes, beef stock
and bay leaves.
Put a lid on the pot. Cook for 10
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ORIGIN STORY

minutes to get the contents hot.
Pop into the oven and cook for
approximately four hours, checking
every now and then to see that there
is still enough liquid in the pot. If not,
top up with some boiling water.
Mix together the gremolata
ingredients.
Serve with pap (preferably), mash or
rice and gremolata. Don’t forget to
taste the dish with Cathy and Lucy’s
suggested pairings and be sure to
pick a winner.

This recipe has a beautiful story.
Some years ago I was hospitalised
at N1 City Hospital following a heart
attack. I had the usual choices to
make for meals and one of them
was a beef stew which I really
wanted to have with pap. There
was no pap on the menu but they
made some for me. The stew was
absolutely delicious and to this day
probably one of the best meals I've
ever had, including those in fancy
schmancy restaurants. I asked the
nursing staff to thank the chef for
me and before I knew it he was
standing at my bed and so I got to
thank him personally.
When I got home I set out to
recreate this marvel of a dish and,
well, this is my version of what I had.

Wrap ramekins in plastic wrap and place
in the fridge for at least four hours or
overnight to chill before serving.
When ready to serve, sprinkle 25g of
castor sugar on top of each crème
brûlée.
Using a kitchen torch, torch the top of
the crème brûlée until the sugar has
caramelised and hardened.
Serve immediately.
CHOCOLATE MOUSSE
3 eggs
100g dark chocolate
15g butter
125ml cream
40g castor sugar

DESSERT - ESPRESSO
CRÈME BRÛLÉE AND
CHOCOLATE MOUSSE
CATHY’S SUGGESTED WINE PAIRING
It’s tempting to match these ﬂavours by
going for a ‘choc-coff’ Pinotage such
as Diemersfontein but this might well
be a bit too dry for this sweet dessert.
Instead, try a port such as the De Krans
Ruby or Boplaas Chocolate Port which
will handle the sweetness whilst adding
berry fruit and a dark chocolate core.
LUCY’S SUGGESTED BEER PAIRING
There are a number of directions you
could take here. The obvious choice
is a dry stout – something that will
pick out the coffee in the brûlée and
the chocolate in the mousse. Black
Mamba from Agar’s Brewery would
be a solid selection. You could go a
little more literal and try a coffee beer
such as Fraser’s Folly Moer Kofﬁe, or if
you can ﬁnd one (or brew one) a white
stout could be the perfect partner. The
chocolate mousse would really beneﬁt
from a bright fruit beer like Hey Joe’s
Belgian Cherry.
Serves 6
FOR THE CRÈME BRÛLÉE
525ml cream
100ml freshly brewed espresso
1 vanilla bean pod cut in half and
scraped (or 2 tsp vanilla bean paste)
100g granulated sugar, divided into two

6 large egg yolks
150g castor sugar
In a thick-bottomed saucepan over
medium-low heat cook the cream, vanilla
beans (or paste), espresso and 50g of
the sugar.
Stir constantly until the mixture comes to
a boil.
Remove from heat, place lid on and let
stand for 10 minutes.
Preheat the oven to 165°C.
Place 6 ramekins in a large roasting pan.
Using an electric whisk, beat the
remaining 50g of sugar and the egg
yolks until ﬂuffy and light in colour.
Remove vanilla bean pods from the
cream mixture.
Slowly pour the cream into the egg
mixture and beat with the whisk
attachment on at the lowest speed.
Pour a very small amount initially to
temper the egg mixture in order to
prevent the egg from curdling.
Continue to add the rest of the cream
mixture and mix well. Pour the mixture
through a sieve to prevent any lumps.
Evenly pour into the ramekins.
Pour boiling water in the roasting pan
until it comes up halfway up the sides of
the ramekins.
Bake for 35-45 minutes. They should be
set but a little wobbly.
When ready, take out of the oven and
place the roasting pan on a wire rack.
After ﬁve minutes remove the ramekins
from the roasting pan and let cool for
one hour on wire rack.

Separate the eggs.
Put the egg whites in a large bowl and
the yolks in a small bowl.
Whisk the yolks.
Place the chocolate and butter into a
small microwavable bowl and microwave
in increments of 30 seconds until melted,
stirring in between.
Add the sugar to the egg whites and
beat until ﬁrm peaks form.
Beat the cream until stiff peak stage.
Fold the yolks into the cream using a
spatula.
The chocolate should still be runny but
only lukewarm.
Pour the chocolate into the yolk and
cream mix and fold through gently.
Add a quarter of the beaten egg whites
to the chocolate mixture and fold
through until just incorporated.
Pour the chocolate mixture into the
remaining beaten egg white and fold in
until just incorporated.
Pour into six individual dishes and
refrigerate preferably overnight.
TO SERVE
Sieve a small amount of cocoa powder
onto 6 individual plates.
Place your ramekin of crème brûlée on
the plate.
Decant each chocolate mousse portion
neatly onto the plate, next to the
ramekin of crème brûlée.
Serve with fresh berries and a glass each
of the wine and beer you’re pairing the
dish with.

WHO REIGNS VICTORIOUS?

You’ve cooked the dishes and
paired them with our wine and
beer suggestions – now it’s time
to tell us what you thought. Join
the conversation on Twitter,
Facebook or Instagram, to tell us
which pairings worked, and which
ones ﬂopped.
ontapmag.co.za | Winter 2020 |
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IS LEKKER

L

ockdown has changed the face of
travel for the foreseeable future.
Our borders are only open for
essential journeys, international
flights are few and far between
and really, who has the money for
an overseas trip anyway? What’s more, the South
African tourism industry, when it is allowed to
reopen, will be in dire need of your support, so this
is the perfect time to go on a domestic adventure.
The entire hospitality industry has been
seriously injured by the pandemic, but imagine a
business that is made up of a brewery, a restaurant
and some accommodation – three of the worst hit
businesses in the country. They’re going to really
need some support in order to get through this
and when you think about it, it’s not such a chore
to help out. A beautiful location where you can
drink, eat, sleep and chill all on the same premises?
Sounds like our idea of a perfect weekend away.
We thought you’d agree, so we’ve rounded up
nine destination breweries to help you plan that
perfect trip.

EASTERN CAPE

TSITSIKAMMA MICRO BREWERY
STORMS RIVER VILLAGE
Although the brewery and hotel aren’t exactly
on the same premises, they’re under the same
ownership and right next door to each other.
The brewery is one of the cutest in the country,
serving a selection of ales from the tiny taproom.
Next door there’s a 50s diner complete with
classic cars and a dress-up box for big kids to
play with. The town itself is nothing short of
delightful – a grid of gravel roads lined with little
B&Bs, cafes and tourism companies offering
activities in the nearby – and spectacularly
beautiful – Tsitsikamma National Park.

KWAZULU-NATAL

NOTTINGHAM ROAD BREWING
COMPANY - NOTTINGHAM ROAD
South Africa’s original destination brewery has a
four-star country hotel in the grounds alongside

the brewery and the cosiest of pubs. Hope for
rainy weather to give you the excuse to stay
inside, munching on a pot pie or a plate of
lamb curry. Hang up the car keys for the day
and work your way through the Notties beer
range, ending with their flagship Pickled
Pig Porter. There’s also a coffee shop on site
and everything from art shops to golf courses
and beauty spas on the nearby Midlands
Meander.

LIMPOPO

ZWAKALA BREWERY
HAENERTSBURG
If being cooped up at home has given you a
yearning to get back to nature, Zwakala will
scratch that itch. The rustic cottages are hidden
away on the property, giving you plenty of
privacy and space to chill and braai. There’s
also a campsite on the river bank. You can fish,
swim or go tubing in the river, hike or bike
across the farm or simply prop up the bar and
ontapmag.co.za | Autumn 2020 |
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Al fresco pints on the terrace at Black Horse

enjoy a Limpopo Lager with a view of the
Magoebaskloof Mountains. Zwakala means
“come closer”, and after a couple of nights
here, you certainly won’t want to leave.

MPUMALANGA

HOPS HOLLOW BREW PUB
LONG TOM PASS
Claiming the title of highest brewery in
Africa, Hops Hollow sits 2080m above sea
level, at the top of the highly scenic Long
Tom Pass. Guest rooms are simple but
comfy, and there are backpacker options if
you want to save a few rands and don’t mind
sharing a bathroom. Beers are served by the
fireplace in the pub and include an English
bitter, Kölsch, witbier and porter.

NORTH WEST

BLACK HORSE BREWERY
MAGALIESBURG
The beautiful guestrooms here mostly sleep
two people, but if you’re travelling in a group
there’s also a ten-sleeper house that comes

Rather stay over at Mountain Brewing Co.

with its own swimming pool. As well as the
brewery, there’s also a distillery serving up a
range of gins. On a sunny day, order a burger
the size of your head and sip your pint on
the pretty terrace. If the weather turns
chilly, head for the warmth of the restaurant
with its pizza oven. The grounds are leafy,
verdant and kid-friendly, and there’s plenty
for everyone in the family to do in the
surrounding area.

WESTERN CAPE

BARRINGTON’S
PLETTENBERG BAY

One of the newest breweries in the country,
Barrington’s opened in February of this year,
just weeks before the pandemic hit South
Africa. It is a magnificent destination, with
great thought clearly put into each aspect of
the estate. You enter through the beautifully
imagined herb and veggie garden and can
make a choice: turn left for the restaurant
and coffee shop, right for the brewery and
bar or head upstairs to check into one of the
small but stylish guest rooms.

MOUNTAIN BREWING
NEAR WORCESTER
Another one for outdoorsy types, the deck
at Mountain Brewing Co. has a marvellous
view over the Brandvlei Dam and the
mountains beyond. The rooms are generally
only available to conference groups, but on
certain weekends they open up to individual
travellers, so it’s always worth giving them
a call to see if they can accommodate. The
farm is best known for its 4x4 trails but
it’s also great for hiking and mountain
biking, stargazing, taking a dip in the, let’s
say, refreshing pool or for simply sitting on
the deck and working your way through the
beer range.
NIEUW BREW
CEDERBERG
Perhaps boasting the most scenic location of
any brewery in the country, Nieuw Brew is
based at Kromrivier Farm. Sleeping options
include simple, affordable accommodation

Tsitsikamma's adorable tasting room

Where the magic happens
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No prizes for guessing how
Mountain Brewing got its name

Descending the spiral staircase from
Barrington's guest rooms to the bar

alongside the river, luxury chalets dotted
about the farm, and campsites each with their
own bathroom, braai pit, electric point and
even wifi. It’s a family-friendly destination
offering fishing, mountain bike trails, horseriding and a farmyard experience for little
kids. And of course there are all the usual
Cederberg attractions nearby such as San
rock art, world-class hikes and some of the
best stargazing in the country. At the end
of the day, enjoy a Cederberg sunset with a
bottle of Nieuw Brew’s Chubbyhead Stout.
The highest brewery in Africa

OLD POTTER’S INN
GREYTON
As well as the rooms above the pub, there are
four glorious cottages tucked away behind
Old Potter’s. The guesthouse has a sizable
swimming pool, a small restaurant and of
course, a great little brewery. Greyton is small
enough that you can easily walk around it in
a day, if you feel like leaving the confines of
the Inn. Visit on a weekend to get the best
of the town – horse and cart rides through
the streets, an excellent Saturday morning
market and a tiny little pub where things can
get pretty raucous on a Friday night…

Small but perfectly formed the Tsitsikamma brewhouse

Nieuw Brew Catﬁsh Ale in its natural
habitat

DEMATECH IS A TURN-KEY SOLUTION PROVIDER TO THE CRAFT BEER AND SOFT DRINK INDUSTRY
OFFERING EVERYTHING FROM BREWING EQUIPMENT TO BOTTLING LINES AND PROCUREMENT SERVICES

1.

2.

48CM

3.

4.

5.

6.

R12,900
excl VAT

•

60 liters Micro-Brewery

•

Detachable grain basket (1)

•

Glass cover with stainless steel handle (2)

•

304ss over flow pipe + removable 304ss curve pipe. (3)

•

Stainless steel body (4)

•

Step mashing program PCB, LCD screen with memory function. (5)

•

Industrial magnetic drive pump (6)

•

304ss water tank+ 304ss basket

•

Double 304ss steel false bottom

•

304ss false bottom connect pipe

•

304ss basket handle

•

220V-240V/50hz/3000W

13 Michigan Street, Airport Industria, Cape Town 7490, South Africa
T: +27 21 385 0483 | F: +27 86 719 2632 | E: info@dematechsa.com
www.dematechsa.com

AGAINST THE GRAIN

BEGINNER’S

GUIDE
TO
HOME-DISTILLING
HAVING BREWED FOR CLOSE TO 15 YEARS, SHAWN DUTHIE
DECIDED TO START STUDYING THE ART OF DISTILLING.
AND WHEN LOCKDOWN HIT, IT SEEMED THE IDEAL
TIME TO PUT THE PAST FEW MONTHS OF READING AND
RESEARCHING INTO PRACTICE.
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THE
LEGALITIES
It is legal to distil at home as long as you don’t
sell the product. However, legally you are required
to register your still with SARS. For more on this,
check out distillique.co.za.

W

hile
not
as old as
brewing,
the ideas of
distillation –
separating parts of a liquid through
boiling and condensing the vapour
– have been around for thousands of
years. In South Africa, craft distilling
also arrived a little later than its
brewing counterpart, but has caught
on very quickly. The number of
home and craft distillers is starting
to rival the number of homebrewers
and microbreweries and it is easy to
see why. Distilled alcoholic products
have a very long shelf life, sell at a
premium and are generally fairly
easy to make, particularly compared
to brewing beer. And for those with
plenty of extra time at home during
the lockdown, it’s a nice new hobby
that allows you to enjoy the fruits
of your labour much more quickly
than with brewing.
It is important to note here for
any enterprising entrepreneurs that
while South African law allows
anyone to distil at home, it is
absolutely illegal to sell it without
a licence. Also, distilling alcohol
can be much more dangerous than
brewing or winemaking, particularly
if you try to make your own
equipment, or drink parts of the
spirit which are essentially poison.
But for those homebrewers looking
for a new challenge, home distilling
is an ideal extension of your hobby.
THE GEAR
Distillation is fairly simple process,
but what sets distillation apart from
brewing is the equipment. To make
beer, for example, with a cooler box,
a pot and something to ferment
in, we’re pretty much ready to go.
However, the equipment required to
distil – even at a beginner level – is
much more complex.
There are basically two types of
still: pot and reflux (also known as
a coffey or column still). A pot still

is easier to make and simpler to run.
At its most basic form, it consists
of a thin copper pipe attached to
the lid of a pot – anything from a
kitchen saucepan to a repurposed
keg or a custom-made copper still.
The alcohol vapour rises and reaches
the condenser, which cools down
the vapour quickly, causing it to
return to a liquid state. The liquid
– known as distillate – is then
collected, ready for the next stage
in the process.
Reflux stills work on the same
general principle, but the column
between the pot and the condenser
has several plates through which
some of the vapour condenses,
resulting in a final product with
a far higher alcohol content. A
reflux still can produce up to
95% ABV on a first pass, while a
pot still is more likely to achieve
only 50-60% ABV. The benefit
of a pot still is that the distillate
contains a lot of flavour from the
wash; reflux stills produce a strong,
neutral spirit. The vast majority
of home and small distillers use
pot stills, as reflux stills are very
complicated to make and expensive
to purchase.
THE PROCESS
The basic idea behind the
distillation of alcohol is quite
simple: the boiling point of
alcohol is lower than that of
water, so as you boil an alcoholic
liquid, the alcohol vapours rise,
leaving the water behind. The
liquid that you plan to boil
is called the wash and can be
anything with alcohol, including
beer (ideally unhopped), wine or
just a solution of water and sugar
which has been fermented.
There is a mistaken idea that
it doesn’t matter if the beer
you’re planning to distil was a
failed batch and contains offflavours. This is truer for reflux
stills, where the only thing left is
ontapmag.co.za | Winter 2020 |
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FORESHOTS

AGAINST THE GRAIN

POT RUN

HEADS

THE FRACTIONS
OF DISTILLING
FORESHOTS
The first 5-10% of the distillate.
Comprised mostly of methanol
and harmful compounds. Cloudy
appearance and smells like acetone
(nail polish remover). Vapour
temperature of around 50-70°C.
HEADS
Comprised of acetone, methanol,
esters such as ethyl-acetate and
ethanol. Clearer than the foreshots,
but smells like solvent and will have a
harsh flavour. Vapour temperature of
around 70-76°C.
HEARTS
Cleanest fraction with highest
percentage of ethanol. Clean,
somewhat sweet taste and not harsh.
Vapour temperature of around
78-82°C.
TAILS
Contains fusel alcohols as well as
some ethanol and congeners. Smells
like wet dog or wet cardboard and
becomes oily and cloudy. Vapour
temperature of 83-95°C.
upwards of 90% alcohol, but for a pot still,
the flavours of the liquor are impacted by the
quality of the wash. Off-flavour compounds,
such as aldehydes (which produce flavours like
green or red apples in beer) will also be distilled
(they’re called congeners in distilling language).
Of course, you can re-distil the liquor until it is
almost flavourless, but much like homebrewing
we are doing this for the quality rather than the
alcohol content, and respect for the product
should still be shown.
For the sake of time, using a high-pressure
burner is the best way to heat up your wash as
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HEARTS
quickly as possible. The condenser only needs to
be started when the vapour temperature reaches
around 70°C. Ethanol, which is the alcohol we
want, only boils around 78.2°C, but this is for
pure ethanol. Water, of course, boils at 100°C,
but because the wash contains some alcohol
(probably around 5% if distilling beer, but all the
way up to 40% if doing a second distillation), the
boiling point will be somewhere between these
two temperatures. For a wash of 7% beer, you can
expect the ethanol boiling point to be closer to
94°C. However, prior to this, methanol (which is
toxic and can be fatal if consumed) and a lot of
other harmful compounds will reach their boiling
point and will make up the first runnings out of
the still.
THE ART OF DISTILLING
The art of distilling is actually in the cuts. This
refers to cutting the distilled alcohol into different
batches, separating what is known as the foreshots,
heads, hearts, and tails. The first runnings are
known as the foreshots and contain methanol
and other harmful compounds. The foreshots
should always be discarded. When you hear
of people going blind or dying from drinking
home-distilled liquor, it is largely because they
ingested large quantities of foreshots. If you have
a thermometer in your still, you can monitor
the vapour temperature to know when to make
the cuts.
Before ethanol starts to boil, you’ll extract
other volatile alcohols and congeners, known as
the heads. The heads, when mixed with the hearts,
help to give some spirts, such as whisky, their
flavour and body, but would be unsuitable for gin
or vodka as these require a more neutral spirit.
While a thermometer is helpful, the art of
distilling actually takes place through your senses.
When trying to determine the cuts, you can smell,
taste and see how the liquor goes from a cloudy
substance reminiscent of nail polish remover, to
a very clear, almost sweet liquor. When you reach
the hearts, the harshness will have passed, leaving
a more neutral flavour. As you continue to distil,
the alcohol will again take on more flavour and
harshness and become cloudy – these are the tails.
Being able to do cuts early and get more pure
ethanol (the hearts) is a real skill, and relies on a
keen palate.
BLENDING YOUR PRODUCT
After your spirit run, with a 40-litre wash of

TAILS
around 5% ABV, you can expect to extract about
4-5 litres of alcohol at the end. Your extraction of
pure hearts (ethanol) will be roughly a third of this
amount, and there will still be ethanol present in
the heads and tails. It also helps to leave the distilled
alcohol uncovered (though with a cheesecloth to
stop insects coming for a sip) to allow some of the
volatile components to evaporate.
The heads and tails can be added to your
next distilling session to increase the alcohol of
the wash, giving more ethanol to extract. Once
you’re a more accomplished distiller, you can also
dabble in the art of blending, particularly if you
plan to make whiskey. Much like making the
cuts, blending is what separates the pros from the
amateurs. It takes years to learn the skills to blend
the right amount of heads and tails with the hearts
and to pair the results with the perfect barrel to
create an amazing whiskey.
A HOBBY OF ENDLESS OPTIONS
Much like brewing, the amazing thing about
distilling is that your options are pretty much
endless. Different washes through your pot still
will deliver different flavours, and allow you to
make different spirits such as rum, cachaça or
mampoer. Different blends will also give you
different flavours, and when added to a barrel – be
it first, second or third fill – will also give you new
variables and new flavours. And for those who
already brew beer, you’re half way there to starting
another hobby that will inevitably take over your
kitchen, your garage and your social life!

STRIPPING RUNS

Stripping runs are distillations
where there are no cuts, other than
foreshots. You run the still hard and
fast, collecting all of the liquor in
one container. You can expect to
recover about 20% of your wash
(ending around 98°C or when ABV
reaches 20%), so a 50-litre wash
would recover about 10 litres of
alcohol, which is now called low
wine. This low wine can be collected
until you have enough for a second
distillation, which would be slower
and with cuts. Doing a stripping run
ﬁrst results in a smoother
end product.

Visit one of our stores for personal assistance



JET PARK Unit F7, Palisades Office Park, 39 Kelly Road, Jetpark, Boksburg, Gauteng
CENTURION Unit 4, 2 Magda Road, Highveld Techno Park, Centurion, Gauteng

OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR OTHER STOCKISTS NATIONWIDE!
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emember the listeriosis
outbreak back in 2017?
In case you’ve forgotten,
this was the nationwide
outbreak
of
Listeria
monocytogenes
that
caused food poisoning
from contaminated processed meats
and lead to the untimely deaths of just
over 200 people.
At the time, some people joked on
social media that the contamination
had also been picked up at one of the
big brewing companies. As brewers
we all knew this was untrue because
beer has intrinsic antimicrobial properties
(presence of alcohol, CO2 and hops, low
pH levels and an absence of oxygen) that
protect against the growth of pathogens.
Pathogens are microorganisms that
cause diseases to humans such as E. coli,
salmonella, clostridium and listeria. The
only microorganisms that have been
proven to survive and grow in beer are
those known as “spoilage bacteria”
such as lactobacillus, pediococcus and
acetobacter). These microorganisms only
spoil the beer, making it unpalatable but
fortunately they do not kill or harm anyone.
So, does that mean breweries do
not have to concern themselves with
compliance to food safety regulations?
"Food safety" means the assurance
that food will not cause harm to the
consumer when it is prepared or eaten
according to its intended use.
Unfortunately, many breweries in South
Africa believe that food safety is something
that is only a concern for those who wish
to get listed by a national retailer, or those
that export. What many don’t understand
is that basic plant hygiene, personal
hygiene and good manufacturing
practices are mandatory for all facilities
that manufacture food products. The
beer we make, whether in a small country
brewpub or in a big factory, is made for
human consumption. It is therefore our
duty as brewers to ensure that these brews
are produced in a manner that conforms
to all food safety requirements.
ADHERING TO THE ACT
The National Department of Health
requires that all foodstuffs should be
safe for human consumption under the
Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectant
Act (Act 54 of 1972). According to the
FCD Act, “foodstuff” is any substance
ordinarily eaten or drunk by a person
or purporting to be suitable for human
consumption. Based on this deﬁnition,
beer is also classiﬁed as “foodstuff”
and falls under the FCD Act and all the
applicable regulations.

There are many regulations within
the Act, and it is important that those
who own and run breweries familiarise
themselves and comply with all applicable
regulations irrespective of business size or
turnover. Let’s unpack regulation R638 of
the FCD Act, which governs the general
hygiene requirements for food premises
and the transport of food among other
things. This regulation came into law in
June 2019, meaning all breweries needed
to re-apply for accreditation.
The basis of the R638 regulations is
good manufacturing practices, which
ensure that food isn’t contaminated or
spoiled during the manufacturing process.
Here are some of the key points, relevant
to brewers:
CERTIFICATE OF ACCEPTABILITY
This is a certiﬁcate issued to premises that
are compliant with the R638 regulation.
According to the regulation, no person
may handle food within premises that
have not been certiﬁed by the relevant
local municipality.
Application forms are available from
your local municipality. I have to be honest,
compared to liquor license application
and excise tax application, applying for the
certiﬁcate of acceptability is a walk in the
park (once you start communicating with
the relevant person within the municipality
and you complete the right form that is…)
Once your application has been
submitted, the municipality will send
out an inspector to audit your premises.
If there are any gaps identiﬁed, they
will issue a checklist and indicate a
timeframe to ensure everything is up
to scratch. Assuming the inspectors
are happy with everything, they
will recommend your facility for
certiﬁcation. A senior inspector will
also come through for ﬁnal inspection
before giving the certiﬁcate.
Key things to note about your certiﬁcate
of acceptability
•

•

•

Like the liquor license, the R638
certiﬁcation is linked to the premises
inspected. Should you make any
changes to your premises, you will
need to submit a written request to
the authority informing them of the
changes and then expect another
visit from the inspectors.
The certiﬁcate is not transferable
from one person to another person
or from one food premises to
another. If one sells the brewery, the
new owner will need to re-apply.
The certiﬁcate is only valid for what

•
•

you applied for – if you indicated
you would be manufacturing
beer and later start making gin,
you would need to apply for an
updated certiﬁcate.
The certiﬁcate must be displayed
where it is visible to the public.
The regulation also warrants
that any delivery vehicle used
to
transport
ingredients
or
ﬁnished products also needs
to be issued with a certiﬁcate
of
acceptability
against
the
R638 regulation.

PREMISES
According to the regulation, the premises
must be equipped and maintained in the
condition for which they are intended. In
the case of a brewery, this means that
tanks must be made from the correct
grade stainless steel that can handle
routine CIP regimes. Pipework should
be designed to avoid sharp bends and
rather have smooth bends that are easy
to clean and don’t allow for bioﬁlm
build up.
All interior surfaces such as walls,
ceilings, roofs and ﬂoors, must not have
open joints or open seams and must be
made of smooth, rust-free, non-toxic,
cleanable and non-absorbent material
that is dust-proof and water-resistant.
The brewery should be effectively
ventilated to facilitate adequate fresh
air, especially with regard to steam
produced during mashing and wort
boiling, or CO2 produced during
fermentation. The ventilation can either
be achieved by natural means (windows
or skylights) or by adequate artiﬁcial
ventilation compliant to relevant
building regulations.
The brewery should also have
adequate lighting. This can be
through minimising obstruction of
windows that would ordinarily admit
daylight or of course through artiﬁcial
illumination. The regulation requires
illumination strength of at least 200
lux. Consult an accredited company
to correctly measure your lux reading.
When choosing the lights and bulbs,
care should be taken to ensure the
light ﬁxtures could not introduce glass
contamination into the product. This
can be achieved by putting in covers
on the glass lights so even if they were
to break during production, the glass
pieces would not end up in the ﬁnal
product thus creating a physical hazard
that could harm the consumer.
What is not allowed within the premises
• No person should be allowed
ontapmag.co.za | Autumn 2020 |
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into
the
brewery
without
wearing suitable, clean and neat
personal
protective
equipment
(PPE).
This
includes
visitors.
Premises should have:
• A wash up facility with hot and
cold water.
• Pest control – the requirement is that
there should rodent bait stations at
each side of all door entrances to the
brewery – especially where malt will
be stored. The brewery should seek
services of a certiﬁed pest control
company to carry out regular checks.
• An effective means of controlling
and preventing access of ﬂies,
cockroaches, and other insects.
This can be achieved by having
insect nets on all windows and
openings and regularly using a pest
control service.
• A waste-water disposal system
and controlled refuse system as
approved by the local authority.
• Adequate toilet and washbasin
facilities for the number of
employees within the facility
(separate facilities for clients and
workers are not required).
o
Where persons of only one sex

•

•

•

•

or where no more than ten
persons work on food premises,
separate sanitary facilities are
not required for workers of
different sexes.
o
Sanitary
facilities
leading
up directly to production area
should have a durable selfclosing mechanisms.
Hand wash facilities. These must have
hot water and should be supplied
with soap and hand sanitiser (this
has become extremely important
with the Covid-19 pandemic).
o
A hand drying material – not
a bathroom towel – should be
provided.
A liquid-proof, easy-to-clean refuse
container with close ﬁtting lid for
hygienic storage of refuse until it is
removed from site.
A separate changing area with
storage facilities for clothes of the
workers.
o
No eating or smoking should
be allowed within these
facilities.
A separate canteen area for the
workers.
o
No smoking to be allowed in
the canteen area.

BREWERY PPE
We’re all familiar with the term
PPE, but it was a thing before the
pandemic. Here’s a list of PPE you
should have on hand in your brewery:
• Overalls – these can be any
clean, neat clothing that workers
should remove when leaving the
brewery. Ideally long-sleeved,
but short sleeves are also allowed
provided this doesn’t introduce
harm to the plant operator, e.g.
when handling CIP chemicals.
• Footwear – the footwear is to
protect the plant operator from
falling on slippery brewery ﬂoors,
from hot water or chemical
spillages or
from any plant
objects that might fall onto the
feet e.g. kegs or spanners. The
minimum requirement is that the
shoes must be closed. Ideally they
should be safety shoes with nonslip soles and steel toe protection.
Gum boots can also be worn
especially for operators that work
around a lot of water e.g. in the
ﬁltration plant.
• Eye protection: Protects against
hot water, chemical splashes/
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spills, glass breaking while
bottling. Protection can be
from safety glasses, googles or
face shields.
Ear protection: Protects against
noise from the mill, bottling/
canning line and centrifuge
machinery, forklifts and trucks.
Protection can be single use or
re-usable earplugs or ear muffs.
Respiratory protection: protects
against dust from the malt
during milling or ﬁlter powders
during handling. Dust masks
are mandatory.
Protective helmets: helmets must
be worn where falling object
hazards are present, such as near
in a warehouse where kegs are
stored.
Safety aprons and gloves: for
the handling of chemicals, and
to protect against splashing and
hot water. When handling CIP
chemicals,
chemical-resistant
gloves should be used. When
handling bottles in the bottling
plant, cut resistant gloves should
be used.

HAIR NETS AND
BEARD COVERS

Brewing is a low risk process in term
of possibly having hair fall into ﬁnal
product as handling of product is all
enclosed. Many breweries have opted
to having their staff wear branded
caps when on the production
line and simply keep beard length to
a minimum.
DUTIES OF A FOOD HANDLER
(PLANT OPERATOR)
The regulation stipulates that anyone
handling food – or beer must
• Have clean hands and clothes.
• Have clean, short ﬁngernails.
• Wash his or her hands thoroughly
with soap and water
o
immediately prior to the start of
each work shift.
o
at the beginning of the day's
work or after a rest period.
o
after every visit to the bathroom.
o
every time he or she has blown
his or her nose or after his or her
hands have been in contact with
perspiration or with the worker’s
hair, nose or mouth.
o
after handling a handkerchief,
money, a refuse container
or refuse.
o
after he or she has smoked
or used tobacco in any form or
on return to the food premises.
It is also speciﬁed within the regulation
that a person handling non-prepacked
food should:
• Not wear jewellery that may come
into contact with the food, unless it
is suitably covered.
• Ensure hair is kept clean and tidy.
A suitable hair covering (mop caps/
caps) must be worn to prevent hair
falling into the product.
• Ensure beards are also kept clean
and tidy.
In the past, it was not unheard of
to walk into a brewery that was so
unhygienic that one could mistake
it for a paint factory or some other
business producing something that
would never touch the lips of a human
being. Fortunately, local municipalities
are now becoming stricter during their
inspection visits, pushing breweries to
design their factories aligned to the
regulations – especially R638. Gone are
the days of craft beer being seen as
“garage beer”, which is tremendous for
both the industry and the consumer.

HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED A
BREW-PUB OR CRAFT BREWERY?

WE HAVE THE ANSWER!
200l & 500l Craft Brewery Systems
in Shipping Containers!
We also offer:
Custom-made Breweries
Stainless Steel Tanks & Piping
Brewing Accessories
Bottle Washers, Fillers & Cappers

Make your brewing dreams come true.
Contact us today! tiaan@containabrew.co.za
+27 83 461 0801, www.containabrew.co.za

3 HEAD FILL STATION
Individual inline ﬁll head control
technology combines ﬁll level sensors with
proprietary foam control valves.

mACS

LID DISPENSER
Automatic lid slice avoids jams.
CO2 under lid gassing minimizes
oxygen pickup.

Micro-Canning's Most Flexible System

CO2 PRE-PURGE
Piston like purge completely evacuates
all oxygen from the can prior to ﬁll.

TOUCHSCREEN HMI
Intuitive panel with auto CIP cycle
and recipe memory feature.

MULTIPLE CAN SIZES
Simple change over between
multiple can heights and widths!

ELECTRIC CAM DRIVEN SEAMER
Revolutionary new seamer design!
Increased seaming reliability combined
with signiﬁcantly easier setup and maintenance.

COMPACT FOOTPRINT
7’ x 2-1/2’ = 17.5 ft2
Mobile Option Available (as shown).

POLYCARBONATE ENCLOSURE
For safety and hygiene
during canning operations.

ELECTRICAL CERTIFICATIONS
ETL (Canada/US) and CE Compliant (Europe)

MICRO-AUTOMATED
CANNING SYSTEM

3 HEAD FILLER | 25 CANS/MIN
63 CASES/HOUR | 15 - 20 PPB DO

1000+ CUSTOMERS

IN 54+COUNTRIES

ONE CANNING SYSTEM FOR
NEARLY EVERY CAN SIZE

WE PROVIDE INNOVATIVE AND
AFFORDABLE CANNING SYSTEMS
TO THE WORLD’S SMALL AND
MEDIUM-SIZED CREATORS OF CRAFT
BEER, CIDER, WINE, COLD BREWED
COFFEE, KOMBUCHA AND OTHER
LIFE-ENHANCING BEVERAGES.

4

CONTACT US TODAY | cask.com | +1-800-661-8443
Cask is an Ofﬁcial Supplier of aluminum cans for Ball Corporation
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If there’s one thing that lockdown has taught
us, it’s how to make our own food. Forgotten
pleasures like bread-baking, jam-making,
pickling, preserving and the art of drying
your own biltong gave the quarantined
masses a purpose in life. Since we’re
celebrating all things edible in this issue, we
asked a few experts to share their tips, tricks
and recipes with us. Bon appétit!

BAKER’S MATH

In baking, recipes are worked
out in percentages or baker’s
math, with the ﬂour always being
100% and then the rest of the
ingredients measured against that.
So if we are using 1kg ﬂour and
the water is 60%, then it's 600g
water. If it was 85% then it would
be 850g water.
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TEN TIPS FOR BETTER
SOURDOUGH BREAD

Karl Tessendorf
Images courtesy of Fermented.co.za
Sourdough is hard. There I said it, so
if you’re reading this with the hopes
of becoming the next Fools and Fans
Golden Loaf champion, then slow your
bread roll. What you will get out of this
list though is a good idea of how to set
yourself up for success.
1. SUCCESS STARTS WITH
YOUR STARTER
Your starter, mother, seed, or cutely
named Clint Yeastwood culture is your
secret to success. Sourdough is an
unpredictable process of wild yeast
and bacteria so you need to train your
starter to be as predictable as possible.
That means feeding it twice a day, at
the same time every day, and knowing
how long it will take to rise, peak and
fall. Keep notes, learn its patterns and
make it predictable.
2. GOOD PET FOOD
A starter will eat almost any ﬂour
but if you want serious activity and
strength then opt for rye. I switched
to rye early on after struggling with
lacklustre activity. My starter got its
name, ‘Lazy Bastard’ from those early
days. These days he’s just called Lazy
and in hindsight, he wasn’t a bastard
at all. I was just an idiot who didn’t
understand him.
3. PEAK POWER
You want to use your starter when it
is at the peak of its rise. This is when
fermentation activity is strongest and
you need that power to leaven your
bread. Most of the time, you will use
your starter the night before you intend
to bake so make sure you’ve got your
feeding schedule worked out.

3. USE THE RIGHT FLOUR
Flour is one of the most abused food
products. The mass-produced stuff is
stripped of nutrients and bleached to
ensure shelf life before vitamins and
nutrients are added back into it. Rather
opt for stone-ground bread ﬂour with
as little processing as possible from the
smaller millers like Eureka or Gideon
Milling. It may cost a little more but
most ingredients worth using do.
4. A SOLID BREADUCATION
The best way to learn is by making the
same loaf at least 10 or even 20 times.
Pick a recipe from a reliable source
and make it until it’s second nature.
I am a fan of the Tartine Country
Bread method because it was my ﬁrst
sourdough book, but there are plenty
of good recipes online. Don’t worry
about understanding all the fancy
terminology. Just focus on the basics
and bake.

He wasn’t a
bastard at all.
I was just an
idiot who didn’t
understand him

5. LOWER HYDRATION
Modern sourdough has a high water
content. For comparison, a standard
yeasted loaf is around 60% hydration
but sourdough tends to start at
75% and go up 100%. Wet dough
produces an open, custardy crumb
but it’s like wrangling a soggy slug
if you don’t know what you are
doing. Rather start at 70% hydration
and work your way up as your
technique improves.
6. READ THE DOUGH
People often ask me for a recipe and I
usually direct them to the Tartine one.
This is partly because I don’t have
one written down but mostly because
over the years, I have branched off
and developed my own techniques.
It’s never as easy as just following
a recipe because there are so many
factors like temperature and flour
types at play. Use the recipe as a
guide but learn to read the dough
and trust your gut. If you think it
needs more time to ferment then give
it more.

7. GET A THERMOMETER
Temperature control is vital for
consistently good results. Invest in
a digital thermometer and aim for a
ﬁnal dough temperature of between
25 and 28°C. The easiest way to do this
is to whizz your water in the microwave
until it hits 30°C. The temperature
will drop slightly as you mix in the
ﬂour. A consistent dough temperature
means your bulk fermentation will be a
predictable three to four hours.
8. DON’T RUSH THE PROCESS
Yes, sourdough feels like a massive time
sink but it’s worth it. There are ways you
can speed up the process but the results
are never as good. Give your dough time
to fully ferment and ﬁnd ways to ﬁt it into
your schedule. If you choose to bake on
the same day as you mix then accept
that it’s going to be a full day process.
Alternatively, do your second proof in
the fridge overnight and bake the next
morning. The process is ﬂexible – bend it
to ﬁt your lifestyle.
9. SHAPING TECHNIQUES
Shaping is probably the most daunting
part of the process. Find a method online
that you like and stick to it for a while.
The only way to get better is to rinse and
repeat. Good shaping determines oven
spring and how your loaf is going to bake.
If you want that pretty Instagram snap
then you need to put in the time and
develop some new muscle memory.
10. POT-BAKING
Without a doubt, the best method for
baking at home is with a Dutch oven
or ﬂat-bottom potjie. The closed pot
creates the self-steaming environment
that is crucial for creating that signature
sourdough crackly crust. Just be careful
when handling the pot because a castiron burn at max oven temperature is
no fun.

EAT MORE,
LEARN MORE

Karl is starting a sourdough
subscription service. This will be
launching soon in the West Coast
area of Cape Town servicing
Tableview, Milnerton, Blouberg
and Melkbos. If you’re interested
in fresh sourdough send an
email to KarlsBakehouse@gmail.
com for more information. Once
lockdown is over, Karl will be
running sourdough classes from
his home in Tableview.
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DRIFTER’S LOUISIANA-STYLE
HOT PEPPER SAUCE

Carl Nienaber

There’s a reason why Tabasco sauce is
a worldwide phenomenon. It takes all
the amazing depth of ﬂavour achieved
through a lactic fermentation and adds
a mild chilli kick, balanced with a touch
of saltiness and a vinegar tang. Tabasco
is super versatile and can pair with just
about any meal.
We dialled up all the ﬂavours to 11
with our take on the classic Louisiana-style
sauce. It’s 100% wild-fermented, using the
lactobacillus that occurs naturally on the
fresh ingredients used.
The chilli you choose to use is really up
to you. If you want something milder, go
for jalapeno or tabasco peppers. We used
serrano peppers for a medium burn, but
this sauce works well with habaneros too.

CHILLI SAUCE TOOL BOX

You’ll need:
Blender (stick or jug is ﬁne)
Knife and chopping board
Mixing bowl
Gloves (optional but recommended)
Fermenting jar or tub (min 1L)
Airlock (optional)
INGREDIENTS
1L water
50g salt (preferably, pickling salt or
kosher salt, but regular table salt
will do)
400g red serrano chillies
2 red bell peppers
3 cloves garlic
100ml vinegar (use whatever you have
on hand; even plain old white spirit
vinegar is ﬁne)
¼ tsp xanthan gum (optional)
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METHOD
Boil 1L of water and add the salt, stirring
until fully dissolved. Set aside to cool.
Cut the stems off the chillies and set
them aside. Do not remove the seeds.
Deseed the red peppers and coarsely
chop them.
Peel and chop the garlic.
Once the brine has cooled to body
temperature, pour it into the blender or
a large mixing bowl along with all the
chopped ingredients.
Blend thoroughly and then add the
resulting sauce mash to your fermenting
jar or bucket. I used a 1L food grade tub.
Make sure to ﬁll the fermenter all
the way to the brim. We only want
lactobacillus to grow inside our fermenter.
Lacto is resistant to salt and it’s anaerobic,
so the combination of the brine and no
oxygen makes for an environment where
lactobacillus will thrive but other wild
yeasts or moulds cannot.
Close the lid and insert your airlock. If
you don’t have an airlock, make sure
to open the lid of your fermenter
brieﬂy each day to let out excess
carbon dioxide.
Leave for at least 14 days to ferment.
Check periodically for any mould growth
on the top of the mash. If you encounter
any mould, simply scoop it off the top.
You might also need to top up the level
of the mash with more brine just to
keep any air from coming into contact
with the mash.
Strain the fermented sauce mash into a
mixing bowl through a muslin cloth or ﬁne
strainer making sure to press out as much
liquid from the mash as possible. The
leftover solid material can be discarded,
or you can use it to make chili salt or
chili oil.
Add the vinegar to the mixing bowl
and stir well. At this point the sauce will
have all its ﬁnal ﬂavours, but it will be very
watery and it will settle out if it stands for
a few hours. It still tastes delicious and
a quick shake of the bottle will mix it all
right up again. If you’d like to thicken it
up and prevent separation, check out the
boxed text. If not, simply ﬁll whatever
bottles you have on hand with the sauce
and enjoy with breakfast, lunch or dinner.

TOO RUNNY
FOR YOU?

If you’d like your sauce a little
thicker, take ¼ teaspoon of
xanthan gum and stir into two
tablespoons of water until it
makes a runny paste. Add this
to the sauce and blend it all
thoroughly to ensure the xanthan
paste is completely mixed in.

HOME CHEESE-MAKING
FOR BEGINNERS

George Newman

Cheese-making is a basic skill that has
been lost to our “instant” way of life
in just a few generations. The tradition
of making cheese is a way to preserve
milk in a manner that is in equal parts
delicious and nutritious.
Traditionally, cheese is made by
culturing milk using enzymes and
bacterial action. A coagulant, such as
rennet, lemon juice, or vinegar is then
added. This causes the milk protein to
separate, forming a white, ﬁrm curd and
leaving behind the clear, watery whey.
The curd is cut into smaller cubes, then
lightly drained and crumbled to form a
soft cheese, or pressed to form a ﬁrm or
hard cheese. For all the different types
of cheeses, the steps and ingredients
may vary, but the fundamentals stay
the same.
When you ﬁrst start making cheese
at home, it can be confusing and
overwhelming. A fresh, soft cheese like
fromage blanc is a good place to start.
Fromage blanc or white cheese, is a
soft, spreadable cheese with a milder
ﬂavour than yogurt. Perfect for serving
on bread or crackers or as a dip for
fruit or vegetables, it is very easy to
make and a great option for beginner
cheesemakers.
YOU WILL NEED:
Large stainless steel pot (4-10L
capacity)
Cheese cloth
Thermometer
Colander
Slotted spoon or skimmer
Large glass or stainless steel mixing
bowl
IMPORTANT: Everything must be
cleaned and sanitised before and after
cheese making.
INGREDIENTS
4L pasteurised milk
1 cheese culture capsule
1 rennet capsule
METHOD
PART ONE: CULTURE THE MILK
Heat the milk to 24°C.
Remove the milk from the heat and
allow the contents of the cheese culture
capsule to dissolve on the surface of
the milk for approximately two to three
minutes. Once dissolved, thoroughly
incorporate the culture into the milk
using a spoon.
Add the contents of the rennet
capsule mixed with a little water. Using
a few up-and-down strokes, incorporate

the rennet into the milk. Do not over-mix.
Cover the pot with its lid and place a
tea towel over the top.
Allow the milk to culture for 14 to 16
hours at approximately 22°C.
After 14 to 16 hours, the cheese
should look like thick yogurt. You may see
some whey separating from the cheese.
The whey is a mostly clear liquid.
PART TWO: STRAIN THE CHEESE
Place two pieces of cheese cloth one

on top of the other in a colander over a
mixing bowl. Gently spoon the cheese
into the cheese cloth. Gather up
the corners of the cloth and tie knots
to secure.
Hang the cheese cloth ﬁlled with the
cheese over a bowl to allow the whey
to drain. An easy way to do this is to tie
the cheese cloth around a long spoon
handle and rest the spoon on the edge
of the bowl so the cheese cloth bundle is
suspended over the bowl.

Allow to drain for 6 to 12 hours
to reach the desired consistency
(approximately six hours for a soft,
spreadable cheese or dip; 12 hours for a
denser, cream cheese consistency.)
Flavour with herbs if desired
by mixing in fresh or dried herbs.
Alternatively, mould it, using cheese
cloth, into a thick sausage shape and roll
it in the herbs.
This cheese will keep in the fridge for
up to a week.

BEER
REDUCTION

For this recipe, you want a
concentrated beer ﬂavour without
the excess liquid. To do this, pour
the beer into a small saucepan
and let it boil until about a quarter
of the liquid remains. For the
brownies, you’re going to be using
60mls of this amazing
beer concentrate.

MR BROWSTONE
CHOCOLATE BROWNIES

80g butter, at room temperature
25g toasted hazelnuts
25ml beer concentrate

The earthy, nutty bitterness of the
beer and the rich dark chocolate
complement each other perfectly in
these gooey brownies. Best served
alongside a cold pint (or cup
of coffee).

METHOD
Preheat the oven to 180°C.
Place the chocolate and butter
into a heatproof bowl over a pan
of simmering water. Do not let the
base touch the water.
Stir regularly, until the mixture
is melted and smooth.
Add the hazelnuts.
In a separate bowl or food
processor, whisk the eggs and
sugar until they have reached the
ribbon stage and are pale in colour.
Slowly add the melted chocolate
to the egg mixture. Make sure the
chocolate has cooled slightly or
you may end up with scrambled
eggs.
Add the vanilla extract and
60ml of the Brownstone reduction.
Stir until well incorporated.
Sift the flour, cocoa powder, salt
and baking powder into the batter,
folding gently.
Spoon the mixture into the

Sarah Halls

INGREDIENTS
FOR THE BROWNIES
200g dark chocolate
250g salted butter
100g cocoa powder
65g cake ﬂour
1 tsp baking powder
200g castor sugar
160g Muscovado sugar
1 tsp salt
1 tsp vanilla extract
75g lightly toasted hazelnuts
4 eggs
1 bottle Woodstock Brewery’s Mr.
Brownstone, reduced
FOR THE BEER FROSTING
250g icing sugar, sifted

prepared baking tin and bake
for 30-35 minutes, or until flaky
on top but still soft and gooey
in the middle. Be careful not
to overcook. Allow to cool
completely
FOR THE BEER FROSTING
Beat the icing sugar and butter
together with an electric mixer
until well mixed.
Add the beer reduction to the
butter mixture.
Turn the mixer up to high speed
and continue beating until light
and fluffy. The longer the icing is
beaten the softer and fluffier
it becomes.
Spread the frosting evenly over
the cooled brownies and sprinkle
the remaining hazelnuts on top.

BEER SUBSTITUTION

If you can’t get Woodstock’s
Mr Brownstone, substitute
for a different brown ale or
a dry stout.
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Singapore is famous for its native cocktail,
but there’s more to the city-state’s drinking
culture than an admittedly moreish gin-based
concoction. Greg Casey goes in search of
Singaporean beer and finds a surprisingly
bustling scene.
42
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A

sia. I always come
back to Asia. For
years I have had a
love for the East: the
food, the people, the
culture.
However,
the beer has long left
a lot to be desired.
Don’t get me wrong - the beers I’ve had ain’t
bad; they’re just lagers. Smash-them–onthe-beach, light, refreshing, plain old lagers.
Lagers, lagers, lagers! Singha, Bintang, Tiger,
Saigon – all lagers.
It has taken a good few years but the
craft beer revolution is at last spreading
throughout Asia. Laws are being changed
in Indonesia to allow smaller breweries to
operate, people are secretly homebrewing in
Thailand, and Singapore is exploding with
American imports and new local breweries.
All this makes me very happy, so I set out
with my good friend and long-time brewing
partner Shawn “Dissident” Duthie and Brad
“That Last Drop” Bergh to brew a beer at the
southern tip of Asia: Singapore.
QUEUING FOR COCKTAILS
If you’ve read any of my other World of Beer
articles for On Tap, you’ll know I tend to
like places that are hot. Swelteringly hot.
Beer just tastes better when the humidity is
so high you’re sweating before you’ve even
pulled on your pants. And Singapore is
hot. Also, as expected, the city is efficient,
with subways running on time and traffic
constant but never crawling. The city-state is
perpetually buzzing and we found that there
was something going on – and something to
eat – 24 hours a day.
Within two hours of arriving, we are ready
to sweat our way around the city in search
of beer, but first, a touch of tourism. We set
our inner GPS for Raffles, one of the first
hotels in the city and the place where the
eponymous Singapore Sling was invented.
We queue for the bar with a small crowd of
visitors from around the world and order
the signature cocktail – a sippable melange
of gin, bitters, cherry brandy, grenadine and
various fruit juices, though recipes seem to
vary considerably. While the price of the
cocktail (over R300) is tough on the wallet, it
is a must when visiting this part of the world.
With our tourist itches scratched, it’s
time to discover the beer scene, which in
Singapore is sizable and growing quickly.
We kick off our tour at Level 33, the highest
urban microbrewery in the world, situated
– unsurprisingly – on the 33rd story of an
office tower. How they got the brewery up
there I do not know. Alas, the engineering
is more impressive than the brews and our
first impression is that Singaporean beer plays
it safe – at least in regard to flavour. Pricewise the beers are anything but safe and we’re
in imminent danger of blowing our entire
budget if we buy too many rounds.

DIM SUM AND SOURS
Fortunately, we had made plans to meet up
with two Singaporean beer importers who
have been bringing South African staples
such as Devil’s Peak and Darling to Singapore
for the past few years. They gave us directions
and as we round the corner down a small but
bustling alley I see a sign. And it makes me
happy; oh so very happy. It reads: “Dim sum
and craft beer”.
We quickly grab a seat and are introduced
to Tim Boey and AshTay, a couple of guys
who love beer as much as we do. They fill us
in on Singapore’s beer scene and order some
snacks to go with our beers. The amount
of double IPAs and sours coming from
Singapore and neighbouring countries is
amazing, as is the number of collaborations
with top breweries. As we travel Singapore’s
beer landscape, we are able to purchase
beers we can only dream about in South
Africa – beers from Cloudwater, Stone, and
Mikkeller star in every tap line-up and bottle
fridge we see.

American imports do well across the city

We are able to
purchase beers
we can only
dream about in
South Africa
One standout beer bar was Smith Street
Taps, a small (think 3-metre by 3-metre)
tap space in a local market with local
and international beers on tap. The space
is surrounded by food stalls and you’re
encouraged to walk around and try as much
as you can. This seems to be the meeting
place for the craft beer community and we
chat to beer writers, brewers and beer lovers,
making new friends and sharing great beers.
This is a must-visit place set in the heart of
Singapore’s Chinatown.
Whenever we drink we also eat, as is Asian
culture, and by 2am we’re eating again. The
food is incredible: bok choy, noodles, even
the tofu is tasty. I love the fact that Asian
eating is about a shared experience and the
portions are kept quite small. I’m not a big
eater and rarely finish a plate when travelling
through the US or Europe, but in Asia I can
continue to snack on amazing, new flavours
throughout the day, never getting full but
never feeling hungry.
COLLABORATION EATING
After a few hours of sweaty sleep, we are up
and ready for our reason to be in Singapore:
brew day. We had set up a collaboration with
Red Dot Brewery whose owner, Ernest Ng,

The ultimate Asian beer experience

Shawn mashes in at Red Dot
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Meeting Ash and Tim at Good Luck Beerhouse for dim sum and a range of beers from Singapore and beyond

came to South Africa in 1997 and happened
to meet a bunch of homebrewers. They shared a
couple of their beers, but in lieu of labels the brews
were simply marked with a circular sticker on the
cap: one red, one blue. Ernest’s love for craft beer
was born in South Africa and on his return to
Singapore he started a microbrewery, naming it
after the beer that inspired him: Red Dot.
Collab brews are much more about the recipe
design than the actual brew day, and we had spent
several weeks in video calls and emails to perfect
this brew. We decided on a session NEIPA but
wanted to marry Asia and Africa, so planned to
add sorghum and rice; two grains from opposite
sides of the world but both extremely important
to their home country.
Red Dot’s brewer, Crystalla Ng, is Ernest’s
daughter and was trained in Germany. We’ve
done a lot of collaboration brews before, but
have never met a brewer as strict with every part
of the brewing process as Crystalla. We struggled
to answer some of her more difficult questions
about brewing with sorghum, but in the end
decided to soak the sorghum overnight, as we
did with the rice.
The brewday went well, despite our concerns
of a stuck mash with such a large percentage of
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The collab crew at Red Dot Brewery

No strangers and a few familiar beers too, including
Devil's Peak and Darling on tap

Street art, Chinatown style

rice and sorghum as part of our grist. The funny
thing about being a ‘brewer’ is that after a while
you reach a point where you don’t actually brew,
and our collab ‘brews’ are more quick picture
opportunities followed by a few pints debating
beer and brewing with the hosts.
With Crystalla’s assistant brewers doing
the hard work, we sit down to soak up more
Singaporean culture – by which I mean more
food. Their food is as good as their beer and I
highly recommend Red Dot’s crispy pork and
Szechuan pepper hot wings. As we finish up the
brew (the standard “cleaning up” photo opp”),
Crystalla offers to take us out to celebrate and
see more of Singapore, which of course means
more food!
In celebration of our collaboration we eat,
drink and eat some more, this time at a local
Chinese café. We learn to write out orders in
Cantonese and spend most of the night chatting
beer culture from our respective parts of the
world. Crystalla and her family tell us more than
once that eating is Singapore’s national sport,
and it seems only right that a national sport
should have a fitting national drink. While the
Singapore Sling is undoubtedly the country’s
most famous beverage, it’s not something you
can easily pair with food. But as the local beer
culture grows from ‘lager, lager, lager’ to ‘IPA,
stout, Kölsch’ and more, it seems that the Sling
has a legitimate competitor, at least when it
comes to dinner time.

Putting the ﬁnal touches to the collab recipe with
the Red Dot brewing team

Competing in Singapore's national
sport: eating

Rules to live by at Red Dot Brewery

UNLOCK A
WORLD OF BEER
Over the last 15 years BrewCraft Int. has developed into one the most respected brands in the home
beer brewing market and supplying to our specialised brew shops throughout the world.

Shop online now

brewcraft.co.za

STYLE GUIDE

Since this issue is focused on food we thought instead of
beer styles, we’d take a look at one of the world’s favourite
meals. It is a food with humble beginnings that has
prospered in virtually every country on Earth, morphing to
cater to local tastes and local ingredients. It is the perfect
pairing for a movie, a bottle of wine or a pint of IPA; a dish
that can equally be enjoyed in a smart restaurant or on the
comfort of your couch. Lucy Corne looks at the history, the
culture and the toppings of the mighty, humble pizza.
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o serve whole and cut up with
a knife and fork or to pre-cut
and eat each slice with your
hands? To top with anchovies
and olives, several kinds of
meat, the ever-contentious
pineapple or just plain cheese
and herbs? To make a base that’s thick and
doughy or wafer thin and perfectly crisped
around the edges? For at least 200 years,
every aspect of how to serve and eat pizza has
been hotly debated.
By the time the word ‘pizza’ was in use,
people had been topping various types of
flatbread with vegetables, lard, meat and
cheese for more than a thousand years. But
food historians mark the birth of the pizza
to have taken place in Naples in the late 18th
century. Traditional Neapolitan pizza is now
a protected species, classed as a Traditional
Speciality Guaranteed dish by the EU, and
its preparation declared a part of Intangible
Cultural Heritage by UNESCO.
There was one ingredient in particular
that really put pizza on the map, separating it
from its food-topped flatbread brethren, and
it’s the part of the pizza that you’re probably
least bothered about: the tomato. First
brought to Europe from the Americas in the
16th century, the tomato was initially thought
to be poisonous. Once botanists worked out
it was indeed edible, it added a touch of
acidity to a snack of bread topped with lard
or oil or cheese. The ingredients united, and
pizza more or less as we know it was born.
ACROSS THE POND
Pizza started off as a street snack, though there
is some debate on what the typical toppings
would have been. Anchovies are mentioned
in early reports, perhaps proving once and for
all that the salty little fish are the very best
pizza topping. Other accounts suggest that
pizza started out as a sweet dish, although
no 18th-century Neapolitan is known to have
chopped up a pineapple and scattered it atop
their bread. The Hawaiian pizza was actually
invented in Canada in 1962, but first, pizza
would undergo a few other crucial changes.
Before it left Italy, pizza was already
known in several incarnations. Neapolitan
fans liked their base thin but pliant while
the addition of oil to the dough gave Roman
pizza a distinct crunch. Further south in
Sicily, a local version known as sfincione
became popular. Sfincione was more akin
to focaccia than a thin ‘n’ crispy pizza and is
perhaps even more notable for the fact that
the tomato sauce is often served over the
toppings rather than underneath, to save the
thick, spongy base from getting soggy.
The “Sicilian Pizza” made its way across
the Atlantic with some of the earliest
Italian immigrants to the USA in the late
19th century, along with its Neapolitan
counterpart. Pizza joints soon followed,
with Lombardi’s in New York claiming the
title of first pizzeria in America, opening

in 1905. Italian immigrants were of course
key customers for the early pizza makers,
but their business also received a boost after
World War II, when troops returned from
the Italian campaign with a palate for pasta
and pizza.
It was around this time that pizza really
took off in the USA, finding its own identity
in different parts of the country. To research
the different American adaptations of pizza is
to fall down a Wikipedia rabbit hole. You’ve
doubtless heard of Chicago deep-dish, which
originated in the Windy City in the mid-20th
century. Baked in a pan, its thick, crunchy
sides give it the appearance of a pie or quiche
more than a pizza. The thick layer of toppings
takes a while to cook, so to avoid a coating
of burnt cheese, the deep-dish is typically
assembled upside down, with the cheese
beneath the toppings and the tomato sauce
on top. To a pizza purist, it is perhaps the
equivalent of adding maize, flowers and fruit
to a traditional Munich Helles.
WORLD DOMINATION
The Chicagoan version is probably one of the
best known regional variations of pizza in the
US, but there are many more. Detroit pizza
is thick-based and rectangular, traditionally
baked in trays originally designed for use in

To a pizza purist,
it is perhaps the
equivalent of
adding maize,
flowers and fruit
to a traditional
Munich Helles
the automotive industry; California pizza
has a familiar base but pioneered the nontraditional topping with anything from
BBQ chicken to duck pâté; New York-style
pizza is recognisable by its size (huge), crust
(crispy) and soft base (those giant slices need
to be pliant enough to fold in half for easier
eating). Dating back to a time when people
couldn’t always afford to buy a whole “pie”, it
has always been sold in slices.
Speaking of pie, why do people sometimes
refer to pizza as pie? Well there are more
myths and versions of this story than there
are about the origin of the IPA, but it does
seem to begin with those early Italian arrivals.
I suppose a pizza is not so dissimilar to a
pie – it has a crust and a filling, or at least
a topping. And one version has retained its
original moniker – the tomato pie, whose
origins begin at the turn of the 20th century.

Cut into rectangular slices, it is often served
without mozzarella and is thick and doughy
like sfincione. Indeed, it sometimes goes by
the name of Sicilian pizza, when it’s not being
called gravy pie, church pie or strip pizza.
And I thought explaining the difference
between lager and pilsner was tricky…
Pizza’s versatility is doubtless one of the
reasons that it holds such global popularity.
It is also generally affordable, it is filling and
of course, it is largely delicious. But how did
a peasant dish from southern Italy go on to
become the favourite Friday night dinner
almost the world over? Well for that, we have
to look to the Americans: specifically Dan and
Frank Carney and Tom and Jim Monaghan.
These two sets of brothers started two of the
world’s most successful chain restaurants –
Pizza Hut and Domino’s, respectively.
Starting with one restaurant in 1958, the
Carneys quickly grew the brand and today

PIZZA’S
REINHEITSGEBOT
Think the German “Purity
Law” is restrictive? It’s
nothing compared to the
guidelines laid out by the
Associazione Verace Pizza
Napoletana (True Neapolitan
Pizza Association). Formed
in 1984, the organisation’s
goal is to preserve the
original pizza. For a pizza to
be considered Neapolitan
it must be hand-tossed
– rolling pins are out –
and use only specified
ingredients in the dough.
There are regulations on
tomatoes (tinned version
is OK but they should be
strained and broken up by
hand), on mozzarella, and on
the herbs used (fresh basil
only). It must all be cooked
in a wood-fired oven and
never in a pan. There are
guidelines on temperatures
and times, and strict limits
on size – the pizza can be
no more than 35cm in
diameter and only ¼ cm
thick at its centre.
Deep dish, stuffed crust and
New York-style pizzas need
not apply.
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you can dig into a thick crust pan pizza in
dozens of countries across every continent
(well, save for Antarctica). They also take
the credit (or blame, depending on your
point of view) for pioneering the stuffed
crust, although a Brooklyn cheesemaker
championed that title in a 1990s court case
(he lost).
COOKIE DOUGH AND CROCODILE
Domino’s opened two years after Pizza Hut
and is probably the world’s most successful
pizza chain, although their stint in South
Africa was short-lived, closing just before
lockdown began. Thanks in part to the
marketing behind these brands, pizza is
now consumed in pretty much every
country on earth. And many countries
have put their own spin on the dish. In
Korea I was once erroneously served green
tea crust, and frequently had to remind
my local pizza joint not to surprise me
with treats like cookie dough stuffed
crust. In Japan, crusts can come filled
with prawn and mayonnaise, while pizza
lovers in the UK might well be haters of
the divisive Marmite-filled crust. Many
of the toppings found around the world
today would churn the stomach of the
average Italian – peas and mackerel pizza
anyone? Curried crocodile perhaps?
Nutella and gummy bears?

In truth, there’s really nothing you can’t
put on a pizza – although whether you
should or not is another matter. When you
think about it, pizza actually has a lot in
common with beer – and not just that they
are a perfect match for each other. I like
to think of pizza as the IPA of the food
world. They were both born in Europe
and migrated to the USA, morphing into
something almost unrecognisable but
undeniably delicious as they went. They
are both the darlings of their respective
spheres and have both had more facelifts
than the King of Pop.
Many of those changes are in equal
parts loved and loathed. Just as purists
hate the idea of baking pizza in a pan or
topping it with chicken tikka, so do some
drinkers despise the evolution of the IPA
into something dark or sour or Brut-like.
They even each boast their own pariah
ingredient, for I think it’s fair to say that
pineapple is to pizza what lactose is to an
IPA.
But one thing that pizza has over IPA
is its incredible global appeal. Whether
dipping stuffed crust into a tub of ranch
dressing, piling sweet and sour chicken
atop a thick and spongy base or paying
homage to the simplicity of the original,
you’d be hard pressed to find many people
in the world that don’t like pizza at all.

PIZZA FIT
FOR A QUEEN
Like many beer styles, there are
certain pizzas that come with a
side of legend – most notably
the Margherita. Although these
days it’s a pretty basic pizza that
you tend to pile with your own
toppings or else feed to picky
children, when the ﬁrst Margherita
was made it used only the ﬁnest
buffalo mozzarella, San Marzano
tomatoes and freshly picked
basil. The legend says that it was
designed in the colours of the
Italian ﬂag and served to Queen
Margherita of Savoy in 1889.
Some versions say that she was
served three pizzas and picked
the patriotic one as her favourite
and so it was named for her.
Historic cookbooks show that
the Margherita’s toppings were
already in use before her visit, but
it seems solid that the pizza was
named for the monarch.

BREWER'S DOZEN

Craft brewers have long used food to inspire
new beer creations. Normally this involves using
flavours or ingredients which remind the drinker
of a particular foodstuff, rather than adding the
actual edibles. But some brewers are always
looking to push boundaries, chucking everything
from biscuits to balls into their kettles. Rob Cass
looks at some inventive uses of food in beer.
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WHALE
TESTICLES

Wholly more controversial
and even less appealing than
the comparatively tame rocky
mountain oyster stout, is Hvalur
by Iceland’s Stedji Brewery. This
polarising beer is brewed once
a year for the Thorri festival – a
time when Icelanders celebrate
their heritage and eat a bunch
of crazy food of cultural
signiﬁcance (fermented shark
meat anyone?). For greater
complexity the whale testicle,
weighing in at over 7kg, gets
smoked over sheep’s dung
before being added to the
beer. Apart from the single
whale testicle in each batch, the
beer appears to stick closely to
the Reinheitsgebot.

G L O B A L
B R E W

G L O B A L
B R E W
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN
OYSTERS

PIZZA...AND
CASH!

This is what happens when
culinary euphemism meets
brewer
creativity.
“Rocky
mountain oysters” are a
Western USA delicacy better
known to the rest of the world
as bull testicles. An April fool’s
joke gone too far, Wynkoop
Brewing ﬁrst brewed their
Rocky Mountain Oyster Stout in
2012 and – presumably due to
popular demand – have been
brewing it in limited batches
ever since. The “oysters” are
roasted before being added
to the brew. The difference
this makes is unclear, though
tasting notes on the beer do
reference a nutty character…

Moving on from mammal
appendages, but not from
meat entirely, we have the Big
Ass Money Stout collab by
New York City-based gypsy
brewer Evil Twin and Norway’s
Lervig Aktiebryggeri. This
massive 18% ABV imperial
stout includes frozen ham
and pepper pizzas in the
mash and actual cash money
added post fermentation
(because why not). Evil
Twin is no stranger to the
experimental side of brewing
so it’s no surprise that when
the brewery aims to push the
limits, something insane like
this is the result.
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BREAKFAST
CEREAL

Most breakfast cereals are not
really that far removed from
beer, since they are largely
made from grains also used
as common brewing adjuncts.
There is a lot of ﬂavour overlap
between cereal products and
the ﬂavours found in barley
malts – chocolate, biscuit
and grain-like among them.
Breakfast cereals also have a
great way of evoking childhood
memories, so it makes a lot
of sense for brewers to try
and incorporate the ﬂavours
of much-loved cereals into
their beers. Froot Loops
have been used by a few
different breweries (including
Woodstock in Cape Town) in
both stouts and IPAs. Other
notable examples Coco Puffs
Brown Ale (Fox River Brewing,
USA), Cap ‘n Crunch Belgian
Trippel (Somerville Brewing
Company, USA) and a range of
beers from Manchester’s Seven
Brothers brewery, which use
leftover grains from the nearby
Kellogg’s factory to replace a
portion of barley in the grist bill.

06

OREO COOKIES

The famous dunking cookies
are conventionally paired with a
glass of milk. The brewers at the
Veil Brewing Co. in Virginia USA
have kindly saved drinkers a lot
of trouble by combining this
pairing into their wonderfully
named beer, Hornswoggler.
This is chocolate milk stout is
conditioned on Oreo cookies
and, since the name means
someone who tries to deceive
or trick you, probably tastes just
like an Oreo cookie.

BREAD

The Toast brand was launched
in the UK in 2016 as a project
to repurpose surplus bread
from bakeries and food
manufacturers
to
reduce
wastage, support charities and
brew great beer. The basic
premise is that bread makes up
a part of the fermentables of
the beer, reducing the amount
of barley required thus cutting
down the impact along the
supply chain in terms of carbon
emissions, water saving and
agricultural land usage. What’s
more, it ﬁnds a use for bread
that would otherwise end up
in a landﬁll and even sends the
proﬁts to local charities. The
project has been replicated in
the USA, Brazil, Iceland as well
as South Africa (although sadly
the local version is no more).

08

G L O B A L
B R E W

Oyster stouts have been
around for ages, but originally
oysters were only in the name,
rather than the recipe. The
term is said to derive from
the pairing of the dark beer
and mollusc which were both
extremely popular in 19th
century England and Ireland.
Of course, some brewers have
taken a more literal approach
and actually added real oysters
to their kettles. Oysters and
stout are a great food and beer
pairing so why not cut out the
extra work and get that great
combo all in one package?
Notable breweries releasing
oyster beer include Dogﬁsh
Head and closer to home, Cape
Town’s Drifter Brewing Co.

G L O B A L
B R E W
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OYSTERS
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BREWER'S DOZEN

DOUGHNUTS

There
are
a
lot
of doughnut- inspired
beers out there, but once
again the madmen at
Evil Twin were the ones
to put actual doughnuts
in a beer. Their Imperial
Doughnut Break is an
11.5% ABV imperial porter
conditioned on hundreds
of glazed doughnuts postfermentation. The original
concept for the beer came
from adding doughnuts
to a keg of the base beer
previously conditioned on
biscotti. While not as crazy
as their aforementioned
pizza beer, this sounds
intense,
and
should
possibly be paired with an
insulin shot.

G L O B A L
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BACON

PIG'S HEADS

As with doughnut beers there
are many beers with bacon
ﬂavours, often using smoked
malts or ﬂavouring to give the
impression of bacon rather
than using the real thing. One
of the most interesting brews
using real bacon is the Rye
Hipster Brunch from Odd Side
Ale in Michigan, USA. This
is an imperial stout with rye
malt aged in whisky barrels
with coffee, maple syrup and
bacon. Absolute indulgence!

We’re back in the realm of
weird meats. Right Brain
Brewery from Michigan,
USA brews its awardwinning Mangalitsa Pig
Porter using smoked pigs’
heads and bones. The
parts are steeped in the
boil and contribute a rich
smoky and umami ﬂavour
to this porter. I’m starting
to miss the prospect of a
simple pale lager.

CHICKEN

CHEESE

Every brewer at some point
comes across a reference to
Digby’s Cock Ale. This very
strange brew comes from a
recipe book by 17th century
English diplomat Sir Kenelm
Digby. The recipe includes a
whole chicken, wine, raisons,
mace and cloves all mixed with
the ale of the day and allowed
to condition for seven days
before drinking. Unsurprisingly,
there are no commercial
brewers doing this today,
but many references exist for
homebrewed interpretations if
you are keen to give it a go.

Zack’s Brewing Co. in
California, USA have
made a name for
themselves with their
inventive use of cheese
in several of their beers.
Born from the natural
pairing between beer
and cheese they have
used smoked gouda
in a porter and blue
cheese in an IPA. They
also brew a gose with
gouda,
jalapenos,
pineapple and bacon
to
approximate
a
Hawaiian
pizza
(side
note:
does
pineapple
belong
in a pizza beer?). It
must be a really mindbending
experience
to sniff a beer and
smell cheese.

WEYERMANN SPECIALTY MALTS
®

Brennerstrasse 17-19 · 96052 Bamberg - Germany · www.weyermannmalt.com

OUR DISTRIBUTORS IN AFRICA:
bevPLUS (PTY) ltd. and Dematech (PTY) ltd.
13 Michigan Street · Airport Industria · 7490 · Cape Town · South Africa
Phone bevPLUS: + 27 - (021) - 820 9500 · e-mail: info@bevplus.com
Phone Dematech: + 27 - (021) - 385 0483 · e-mail: info@dematechsa.com
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WHEN THE BUBBLES STOP,
FERMENTATION IS DONE
If there is an overarching myth that novice
(and some not-so-novice) homebrewers
believe, it’s that the bubbler or airlock is
an accurate indication of fermentation.
It is not.
But I understand why it’s an easy one to
believe. After all, other than opening up
your fermenter, how do you know that
fermentation is actually happening?
So, those comforting bubbles ploopplooping their way out of the airlock
become the proxy for fermentation. The
trouble starts when the bubbling stops.
This usually creates a fair amount of anxiety
for beginner homebrewers because if
bubbles equal fermentation, then no
bubbles must mean no fermentation.
Right? Wrong.
To understand why a cessation of
bubbling
does
not
mean
that
fermentation has ended, you need to
understand two things:
1 Your airlock and fermenter system is
not hermetically sealed.
There are plenty of microscopic gaps
between the gasket, airlock, and
fermentation lid to allow the escape of
fermentation gases (mostly CO2). Thus,
there will be a gradual drop in pressure as
more of these gaps are exploited by gases
trying to get out.
In part, this is a good thing. Why?
Because if your fermenter was completely
sealed and gases were also expanding
inside it, you would have what experts like
to refer to as a bloody dangerous situation.
Yes, you would have created a beer bomb.

2 Primary fermentation is fast.
Homebrewers often don’t appreciate just
how rapidly primary fermentation takes
place. In general, and if you hydrated your
yeast or are using liquid yeast, it takes
about three days for primary fermentation
to do its thing.
Now, that kind of fermentation is a
violent process. It will almost certainly
create some kind of activity in your airlock.
In that sense, the only thing a bubbling
airlock is good for is to tell you that
fermentation has started. However, if
you’re using a large fermenter with loads
of headspace, there won’t be enough
pressure to create bubbles. At most, you
may notice that the sterile liquid you’ve
ﬁlled the airlock with has risen slightly.
If the ﬁrst few days of fermentation
are the thrash metal of brewing, then
the next stage is more like a slow, syrupy
number by Mr Barry White. It’s a gentle
and subtle process that helps to ﬁnish
the beer, integrate ﬂavours and get rid of
various undesirable compounds that are
normal by-products of fermenting wort.
And while it is an essential process, this
second stage of fermentation will not
necessarily create bubbles in the airlock.

The trouble
starts when the
bubbling stops

Once you understand these two
principles, you should start worrying
less about a lack of bubbles. Ultimately,
the only sure-ﬁre way to know anything
about the progression of your
fermenting beer is to use scientiﬁc
measurement. Here’s how:
Take a sample (carefully and with
sterilised equipment) and use a
hydrometer or refractometer. Both of
these instruments will tell you the gravity
of your beer. Your recipe will tell you the
expected ﬁnal gravity, and that way, you

can tell if your beer is ready to be bottled
or kegged.
A note of caution: Try to control
your anxiety and only take your ﬁrst
measurement after one week of
fermentation. The more you open your
beer to the outside world, the more you
risk creating problems for your beer (either
due to contamination or oxygenation).

C O M M O N

C O M M O N

In my work I’m often privileged to teach absolute beginners how
to brew beer at home. Over the years, homebrewers who are new
to the hobby have come to me with a host of misconceptions and
brewing myths in need of careful examination. And while I have
fielded countless questions, there’s no doubting that a few usual
suspects rear their heads again and again.
I whittled those oft-posed queries down to the three most common
misunderstandings, myths and questions that I’ve encountered in
my life as a homebrew instructor.
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YOU CAN’T MAKE GOOD
BEER WITH EXTRACTS
Many homebrewers new to the hobby
are surprised when I begin my brewing
lessons with recipes using malt extract
(usually dried malt extract) along with some
speciality grains, such as crystal malts.
This might be because they’ve
been exposed to the second myth I’ve
encountered a lot: that you can only
make good beer using full-grain (AKA allgrain) brewing methods.
While full-grain brewing is certainly
loads of fun and allows you full
access to all styles of beer to be
found in the BJCP guidelines, extract
brewing has a lot going for it as well:
•

•

It requires minimal equipment.
Usually, once you have a big pot,
a gas burner and your fermenter,
you’re good to go.
It teaches the basics of good
brewing. A lot of bad beer is made
when brewers don’t understand
the basics, things like how to
handle hops and yeast, how to
keep things clean, and how to
bottle or keg your beer properly.
All of these vital elements of
successful brewing can be learnt
through extract brewing.
ontapmag.co.za | Winter 2020 |
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I think the reason there is a certain
degree of grain-based snobbery at work
is that in converting to full-grain brewing,
homebrewers also start doing other
things differently (and better) that are
not necessarily related to only full-grain
brewing. They’re doing full-volume boils,
practising better fermentation methods,
dabbling with water chemistry – of course
their beers are going to get better, but it
is not just down to the raw ingredients.
And ultimately, you really can brew
award-winning beers using extracts and
specialty grains. I have, and so have many
homebrewers I know.
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CLEANING AND SANITISING
ARE THE SAME THING
This myth is all-too-common among
beginner brewers and will invariably lead

bevplus water ADVERT ONTAP.indd 1

to precious homebrew being poured
down the drain.
This misunderstanding tends to take
one of two forms: Surely the caustic soda
I use to clean my kettle will also sanitise
my fermenter? Or the other way around:
This acid I’m using to sanitise will surely
also clean everything as well?
Unfortunately, neither one of these
assumptions is correct.
It turns out that many of the
microorganisms that are responsible for
spoiling beer are remarkably resilient. For
instance, some bacteria can form bioﬁlms
that protect them from chemicals used
to sanitise, while others are not affected
by the highly alkaline cleaners often
favoured by brewers.
What’s needed is a combined approach:
First, you need to clean your
equipment.
Speciﬁcally,
all
the
equipment that will be touching cooled
wort. Cleaning involves using surfactants
and alkaline cleaners like caustic soda, or
sodium metasilicates (commonly found in
things like dishwasher cleaners).
In addition, you need to employ
another classically effective cleaning
agent: elbow grease. To remove stubborn
microorganisms, physical agitation (i.e.
scrubbing) is a must. So don’t be shy

about getting stuck in!
Second, you should rinse your
cleaned equipment with water and then
sanitise with an acidic sanitising agent,
preferably one that doesn’t require
further rinsing, such as peracetic acid,
Starsan, or one of the other commercially
available no-rinse sanitisers.
If you meticulously follow this two-step
cleaning and sanitisation procedure, your
homebrew (and those who drink it) will be
happier for it.

FINAL THOUGHTS

For now, my best advice to you, the
homebrewer is this: Relax. Beer wants to
be made. Get out of its way and follow
some basic, core principles of good beermaking and you will enjoy this hobby
more than seems appropriate.
Now, go brew.
If you do have questions about
your brewing or just need to
make sure that your beer really
is fermenting, drop me a line at:
contact@beginnerbrewer.com and
I’ll happily help you out.
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OPINION

The lockdown ban on alcohol sales has severely damaged
South Africa’s craft beer industry. Rob Cass takes a look
at what consumers can do to help it recover.
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OPINION

s I am writing this,
the world is in a very
strange and uncertain
state. It is impossible to
say what South Africa’s
lockdown will look like
by the time you read this since so much
is unknown and stands to change at a
moment’s notice. One thing is almost
certain though: normality won’t resume
for some time to come.
The blanket ban on alcohol has had
a devastating effect on the craft beer
industry. Whether it was a fair and just
decision will always be subjective. Sufﬁce
it to say, the massive diversity in socioeconomic conditions of South Africans
means that our situation is more complex
and difﬁcult to manage than in many other
countries. However, the ban has limited the
options available to craft brewers to ensure
their survival.

MAKING A PLAN

Each brewery will be working on strategies
which they can pursue when the lockdown
is lifted but social distancing will still be
required. This will potentially involve
brewers having to change their route to
market, packaging formats, customer
interaction and business models. The
success of many new strategies will be
reliant on regulatory intervention from
government to ease restrictions of the liquor
act and allow brewers greater freedom to
explore different routes to market. Many
governments around the world have
done so and subsequently breweries
have been able to adopt innovative ways
of getting beer to consumers safely and
responsibly. Examples include home
delivery or curb-side pickup offered by
breweries and bars after governments
temporarily expanded their licences
to include off-con sales. This has
helped with the immediate survival of
breweries while the world seeks more
sustainable solutions to continuing life
during the pandemic.
In South Africa, many breweries will
be faced with the harsh reality of not
being able to continue trading. By the
time you read this it is likely that some will
have had to make the difﬁcult decision to
close. For those that survive there will be
a long road to recovery – not helped by
what is certain to be a severely damaged
national economy.
For those of us that care about craft beer,
who choose to drink interesting and ﬂavourful
beer and to support small local businesses,
this will be a big step backwards. For
various reasons the South African craft beer
environment lags in development compared
to its US and European counterparts.
Another stumbling block – such as the one
that we are experiencing now – will set us
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back even further, and our ﬂedgling industry
really needs to get through this largely intact
if we are to continue to grow and develop.
This is where you and I, as consumers, have
the power to make a massive difference.
Here are some things you can do to
help save this industry we love:

BUY MORE CRAFT BEER

While seemingly obvious, there are
some speciﬁc ways in which you can
maximize your impact. For instance,
switching your macro brewed lager
for more craft beer. We all like to
have some base level macro lagers
for casual drinking, and there is
nothing wrong with that. However,
if we redirect that spending to craft
beer purchases for a couple of months
it will go a long way in assisting small
brewers in their recovery efforts. A
struggling economy will mean that
many of us will need to be more frugal
with our spending, but it is important
that we do spend to get industry going
again. This is a good opportunity to
carefully consider where you spend
your money and which businesses you
would like to support. This may mean
drinking less overall, but choosing to
drink products which support small
business. Many small breweries have
started online shopping platforms
on their websites. This offers
consumers a way to buy directly from
the brewery, often at a special rate.
Brewers are trying to accommodate
people's
diminished
bank
accounts with discount deals and free
delivery options.

BUY LOCAL

Buy your beer as close to the source
as you can, whether this means in the
same town or the same province as
the brewery, or best of all directly from
the brewery itself where possible.
Generally this means more margin on
the price of the beers will go to the
brewery. For you this means you will
likely also get the freshest beer.

BUY BREWERY
MERCHANDISE

This helps brewers in a number of
ways. They are able to make a good
margin on the product and sell
direct to the consumer, and there
is no excise duty. Also, the wearer
does some much needed promotion
of the brewery with no effort at all.
Brewery swag is a great way to show
your support for this small but
passionate industry.

We will ultimately be the ones who
decide how much of the industry survives.
Only through our support can the
breweries keep ﬁghting and begin the
process of recovery.

SOCIAL MEDIA SUPPORT

Follow the brewers through the
various social media platforms to ﬁnd
out what they are up to and how best
you can support them. Share and
spread the word to help generate
interest for your favourite breweries,
and for craft beer in general.

SPREAD THE WORD

Now is really the time to introduce
friends and family to the wonderful
world of beer beyond pale lagers.
Since social distancing will likely
be in place for a while, a great
option is to do a virtual beer tasting.
Get your friends to buy the same
selection of beers and taste them
together over a video call – it might
be closest we get for a while.

Introduce
friends and
family to the
wonderful
world of beer

Craft beer is about the people
which make up the industry.
It is a product which has a natural
social element, ampliﬁed by the
explicit connection between the
brewery teams and the products
they produce. It offers us the
chance to be part of something,
to connect with people on a
human level through the product.
I believe we will truly see the
value in this during this time of
social distancing.
Although it is difﬁcult to see
at the moment, there are also
some potential long term positive
developments. As they say, out of
crisis comes opportunity.
So, if
we can ﬁght our way through this
together we might well be on the
path to a craft beer industry better
and stronger
than ever before.
Please support craft breweries, and
keep beer interesting!

WHEN THE LOCKDOWN
ENDS, DRAUGHT BEER
QUALITY WILL BE TOP OF
MIND FOR CUSTOMERS
WHEN CHOOSING WHICH
PUB TO GO TO AND
WHICH BRAND OF
DRAUGHT TO DRINK!

FINDINGS FROM RECENT RESEARCH CONDUCTED IN THE UK SHOWED THAT:

94%*

53%*

70%*

OF ALE DRINKERS SAY THE
MOST IMPORTANT
FACTOR IN CHOOSING A
PUB IS BEER QUALITY

THE NUMBER ONE
DRIVER OF BEER SALES IS
QUALITY (UP 10% YOY)

OF ALE DRINKERS HAVE
BEEN SERVED A STALE
OR OFF “PINT”

*MARSTON’S ON TRADE BEER REPORT

*CGA INDUSTRY REPORT
2019

*MARSTON’S EUREKA SURVEY
2019

2019

GAP DRAUGHT’S SMART DRAUGHT MONITORING SYSTEM,
ALREADY INSTALLED ON THOUSANDS OF DRAUGHT BEER
TAPS COUNTRYWIDE, CAN HELP YOU MONITOR AND
MANAGE THE FOLLOWING:
• Quality of your draught beer poured at pubs
• Sanitisation compliance by your service providers
who clean the lines
• Volumes poured and the quality of pouring
• Stock-out’s and inventory levels
• Eﬀectiveness of draught beer promotions

WWW.GAP-DRAUGHT.COM

YOUR BREWERY NEEDS YOU
We ship beer country wide.

Check out our FB page
https://www.facebook.com/appoint
mentkroonstad for more.
Place your order, add R120 for
delivery and enjoy!
Call 082 371 3794 to place an order.

Drifter at
your door!

order online: www.drifterbrewing.co.za
LEARN TO
BREW..

THIS IS

In the comfort of someone else’s
brewery

CRAFT BEER.

best craft beer.co.za

Ever wanted to brew your own beer?
Ever wondered why IPA’s taste different to
Bitters?
Want to know how barley and hops turn into the
worlds most important liquid?

Learn to brew in the comfort of someone else’s brewery.
Introductory offer of R650 (RRP R950)

Hands on intro to all-grain beer brewing course. The course includes a
meal and a 12 of the beers to take away when they come into condition.
The course will be run at the Longbeach Brewery in Noordhoek.

charlie@schoolofhops.co.za
SHACKLETON
BREWING
COMPANY

ORDER
ONLINE
WWW.SHACKLETONBC.CO.ZA
FOR COLLECTION AND DELIVERIES
MONDAY - THURSDAY

Brewery & Biergarten – Kroondal Rustenburg
Dear Gauteng

Hazeldean Brewing Co. have
missed you dearly during
lockdown.

LAUNCHING SOON !


 
www.kingscraftbrewingcompany.com

WE’RE STILL HERE!
& offering safe home
delivery within 48 hours
FREE DELIVERY FOR ORDERS OF A CASE OR MORE

WWW.SAGGYSTONE.CO.ZA
Delivery only for Cape Town & surrounds; and Robertson & surrounds.
Not for sale to persons under the age of 18.
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e store is
our onlin

OPEN

WWW.HOPSEND.CO.ZA

We’re excited that we can now
serve you in the comfort of your
home!

To:

You can now order all our beer Thirsty Readers
online at
www.hazeldeanbrewing.co.za in Gauteng
Keep it Local, Keep it Craft.
Sincerely, the HBC team

Use code:
OnTapHBC for
5% discount

YOUR BREWERY NEEDS YOU

2020 started feeling a lot like the 1920s. As our nation
entered a hard lockdown, Our head-brewer went
underground to brew up a special ‘prohibition lager’ to
celebrate the end of the prohibition on alcohol.

soulbarrel.co.za

Smooth drinking with a mild bitterness and light
fruity tones, malt and hops in perfect balance.

Welcome to
home delivery
24-48
hours
delivery
(cape town only)
www.jackblackbeer.com/shop
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Order online now
aegirprojectbrewery.com

ORDER ONLINE
The Originals

The Batched

The Seasonals

GIN WITH HOPS

Bottle Store now open!
Contact us - 021 300 0625
Online Deliveries: https://kyte.site/boston-breweries
Orders: sales@bostonbreweries.co.za

15 Old Main Road, Kloof, KZN
www.stumpnose.com/shop

Find us!

www.bostonbreweries.co.za

CONTACT ME FOR

PRODUCT&
LIFESTYLE

PHOTOGRAPHY

marlaburgerphotography.com
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BREWERS DIRECTORY
EASTERN CAPE
Brewhaha JBay
Jeffreys Bay
Marius Deetlefs
082 807 3450
brewery@brewhaha.co.za
brewhaha.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bridge Street Brewery
Port Elizabeth
Lex Mitchell
041 581 0361
sean@bridgestreet.co.za
bridgestreet.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Richmond Hill Brewing Co. (RHBC)
Port Elizabeth
Niall Cook
066 472 6352
info@richmondhillbrewing.com
richmondhillbrewing.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Table 58 Brewing
East London
Paul de Klerk
043 748 2815
info@table58brewing.co.za
table58brewing.co.za

FREESTATE
Appointment Craft Beer Brewery
Kroonstad
Rudi & Coal
082 371 3794
rudi@regalhq.co.za

GAUTENG
Agar's Brewery
Kya Sand
Michael Agar
076 191 5331
michael@agarsbrewery.co.za
agarsbrewery.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Black Horse Breweries
Magaliesburg
Nuschka Botha
082 453 5295
info@blackhorse.co.za
blackhorse.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Brewsters Brewery
Roodepoort
Apiwe Nxusani-Mawela
072 584 2449
info@brewsterscraft.co.za
brewsterscraft.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Frontier Beer Co.
Johannesburg
Brendan Hart
083 333 2045
brendan@frontierbeer.co.za
frontierbeer.co.za
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Hazeldean Brewing Co.
Pretoria
Marius Botha
072 650 9427
info@hazeldeanbrewing.co.za
hazeldeanbrewing.co.za
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Mad Giant
Johannesburg
Eben Uys
011 492 0901
info@madgiant.co.za
madgiant.co.za
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OC Brewery
Kya Sands
Gavin Marais
011 708 0263
gavin@ocbrewery.co.za
ocbrewery.co.za
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nottingham Road Brewing Company
Nottingham Road
Peter Dean, Thulani Memela
& John Morrow
033 266 6728
brewery@rawdons.co.za
nottsbrewery.co.za

LIMPOPO
Zwakala Brewery
Haenertsburg
Luca Tooley
063 882 1872
zwakalabrewery@gmail.com
zwakalabrewery.co.za

MPUMALANGA

Redrock Brewing Co.
Johannesburg
Alan Melville
010 001 2522
redrock@dgb.co.za
redrock.co.za

Anvil Ale House
Dullstroom
Rob Mc Lennan & Christo Holtzhausen
013 254 0197
rjmmclennan@gmail.com
anvilbrewery.com

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Soweto Brew Co.
Home of Soweto Gold
Soweto
Josef Schmid
079 890 8321
josef@sowetogold.co.za
sowetobrewing.co.za

Sabie Brewery
Sabie
FJ Waring & Peter Mabuza
013 764 1005
sabiebrewery@gmail.com
sabiebrewery.com

KWA-ZULU NATAL

NORTH WEST

Ballito Brewing Company
Shakashead
Gary & Ursula Wilby
032 947 0136
greatrailroadbrewing@gmail.com
ballitobrewingcompany.co.za

Brauhaus am Damm
Rustenburg
Imke Pape
087 098 0641
info@brauhaus.co.za
brauhaus.co.za

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Drakensberg Brewery
Cathkin Park
Nick Roberts
060 382 6225
info@drakbrew.co.za
drakbrew.co.za

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Lions River Craft Brewery
Lions River
Ronald McClelland
083 775 8549
macsas@mweb.co.za

Route 96 Brewery
Potchefstroom
Marco van Deventer & Lukas van Deventer
073 268 3597
marco@route96.co.za / lukas@route96.co.za
route96.co.za

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nguni Brewing Company
Westmead, Durban
Shaun Lavery, Craig & Grant Hulbert
031 700 4525
info@ngunibeer.co.za
ngunibeer.co.za

Buffels Brew Biergarten
Rustenburg
Hattie Albers
082 880 6475
buffelsbrew@gmail.com

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Dog & Fig Brewery
Parys
Sean & Morné Barradas
076 180 6521
operations.dogandfig@gmail.com
dogandfigbrewery.com

WESTERN CAPE
Birkenhead Brewery
Stanford
Alex Krasnov & Benson Macupe
082 341 0183
info@birkenhead.co.za
walkerbayestate.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Black Eagle Brewing Company
Langebaan
Hugo Roux
078 884 8299
hugo@bebc.co.za
bebc.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Cape Brewing Company
Paarl
Wolfgang Ködel
021 863 0650
info@capebrewing.co.za
capebrewing.co.za
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Charlie's Brewhouse
Velddrif
Anton Knoetze
022 783 0448
info@charliesbrew.co.za
charliesbrew.co.za
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Darling Brewery
Darling
Rene Du Toit & Kevin Wood
021 286 1099
brewer1@darlingbrew.co.za
darlingbrew.co.za
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Flagship Brew
Riebeek Kasteel
Marina Galloway & Harry Galloway
082 376 8597
mwgallo@mweb.co.za
flagshipbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Fokof Lager
Belville
Fokofpolisiekar
082 811 7552
sonja@fokoflager.com
fokoflager.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Hoghouse (MS Group)
Cape Town
Byrone Damonze
021 810 4545
beer@hhbc.co.za
hhbc.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Italian Job Brewery
Cape Town
Piero Viglietti
021 905 9705
piero.viglietti@viglietti-industries.co.za
theitalianjobbrewery.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Jack Black's Brewing Company
Cape Town
Ross McCulloch
021 447 4151
info@jackblackbeer.com
jackblackbeer.com
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nieuw Brew
Clanwilliam
Tania & Melanie Nieuwoudt
027 482 2807
tania@nieuwbrew.co.za
nieuwbrew.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Devil's Peak Brewing Company
Cape Town
JC Steyn
021 200 5818
info@signalhillproducts.com
devilspeak.beer

Old Potter's Brewhouse
Greyton
Trevor Gerntholtz
028 254 9690
tgerntholtz@gmail.com
oldpottersinn.co.za

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Paternoster Brouery
Paternoster
Jan Nelson, Shirley & Paul Hayes
063 952 3383
info@paternosterbrew.co.za
paternosterbrew.com

Drifter Brewing Co.
Cape Town
Nick Bush
074 174 9902
nick@drifterbrewing.co.za
drifterbrewing.co.za

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Red Bridge Brewing Co.
Knysna
Karel & Chantal Bruwer
084 076 6269
beer@redbridgebrewing.co.za
redbridgebrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Route 62 Brewing Company
Montagu
Jon & Christine Hughes
066 365 2717
info@route62brewingcompany.co.za
route62brewingcompany.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Saggy Stone Brewing Company
Robertson
Adrian & Phillip Robinson
023 004 0301
info@saggystone.co.za
saggystone.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Shackleton Brewing Company
Salt River
Stephen Peel
071 347 4079
steve@shackletonbc.co.za
shackletonbc.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Brewery @ Hemel-en-aarde
Hermanus
Marc de Maudave Bestel
028 316 4626
info@hermanus.beer
hermanus.beer
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Triggerﬁsh
Somerset West
Eric van Heerden
021 851 5861
info@tfbr.co.za
triggerfishbrewing.co.za
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tuk Tuk Microbrewery
Franschhoek
Leeu Collection in partnership
with CBC
021 492 2207
info.tuktuk@leeucollection.com
leeucollection.com
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MASH OUT
SIMON REDMAN
Beer geek and
homebrewer,
Johannesburg
I made spent grain bread
that came out pretty well.
I also made some spent
grain peanut butter dog
treats, which were also a
success – my pugs seem
to love them!

ANDREW RICHARDSON
Beer lover, Cape Town
It’s been a long lockdown
and in my house there
have been a few ﬁrsts.
My ﬁrst red ale was
really tasty but lacked a
little body and legs. The
scones turned out really
well. I’ve now got a smoky
porter ready to be bottled
and have just put a Pilsner
in the cooler. The one
thing this lockdown has
given is plenty of time and
freedom to experiment.

EUGENE VAN DAM
King of lockdown
fermentations, Pretoria
I've been doing various
fermentations for a while:
all the usual candidates
like sauerkraut, keﬁrs,
kimchi...and obviously
beer! During lockdown
I tried natto (Japanese
fermented soy beans),
it's a bit of an acquired
taste, but I love it. Also
tried amazake, basically
fermented rice using the
koji mould Aspergillus
oryzae. This process taken
further would lead to
miso, soy sauce and sake which I hope to try making
sometime. I also brewed
a smoky American porter
(after loving Drifter’s)
and learned to make
sourdough. When I get
that down, I'll see if I can
combine the porter trub
with the sourdough starter
for what I hope will be a
delicious bread...
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Lockdown seemed to bring out the artisan
foodsmith in us all, so this issue we ask

REINIER OLIVIER
Homebrewer, Richard’s Bay
I made a pineapple cider.
It came out so dry and
strong I had to mix it with
Sprite but believe you me
it still did the job! My very
ﬁrst brew on my all grain
setup was an IPA hopped
with Cascade. It’s bottled
and busy conditioning. I’ve
also got a chocolate milk
stout, a Munich lager and
an apple and pear cider in
the fermenter.

GARTH PIENAAR
Beer lover, Cape Town
I’ve been experimenting with
umqombothi. The ﬁrst batch
ended up growing spores, so
I had to dump it. My second
attempt failed again. This
time I overcooked it after
the ﬁrst fermentation, which
resulted in a porridge that
smelled like sweet yogurt
after second fermentation.
So I added water and
brown sugar then moved
it to a bigger fermentation
vessel before bottling. The
result was a light, fruity and
sour brew... I’m calling it
“Umqombucha”!

WAYNE REID
Beer lover and food
enthusiast, Cape Town
I decided that since I
couldn’t order in, I would
cook my own “takeaways”.
I did homemade butter
chicken pizza. I made my
own naan and roti. I also
attempted KFC chicken
and made a good sweet
and sour pork.
CLINT BREEN
Homebrewer, Benoni
I did homemade sweet and
sour sauce. Hasty Tasty sweet
and sour was nowhere to be
found so I decided to do it
myself. My new recipe is so
good I'll never buy Hasty
Tasty again!
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